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PREFACE

Some valuable works exist on the growth of Persian lan-

guage and literature in Persia, but there was none available

hitherto in a concise and connected form of any period in

India. The present work, therefore, is an attempt to supply
a long-felt need in that direction.

After the publication of Shibll's
"
Shi'r-ul-Ajam," there

was a great move on foot in India to construct its literary

history on similar lines under the title of
" Shr-ul-Hind" so

as to determine what part India played in the growth of Per-

sian language and literature. Many attempts individual and

otherwise were made and scholars selected, but it was, per-

haps, deemed an unfathomable ocean, and hence no one even

dipped into it.

I, too, had long felt it as a real need that India should have

a comprehensive history of Persian language of its own, for

although the tongue is the same as in Persia, yet the enormous

difference of environment, which influenced the growth of the

language in this country, justified a separate and complete
record of all its achievements and vicissitudes from the in-

vasion of MahrnHd of Ghaznl down to the very end of the

Mughal rule. It ig desirable not only as a guide to the people
of Persia for the correct understanding of a large variety of

terms, colloquial phrases, and compounds, that were intro-

duced into the language from time to time, to suit the country's

special requirements, but also it would furnish the youth of

India with a handy record of the part played by the people
of Hindustan in the uplift of Persian literature under the

patronage of the Muslim kings. An investigation of the cir-

cumstances which led to this difference in the common voca-

bulary, afforded an interesting field of research, and is dealt

with under a separate heading in the body of my Essay. Here,
P. 9



it will suffice to mention that the Persian language in our

country grew chiefly under the influence of Hindi and local

Prakrits ; while in Persia its growth was watched by the

Turkish, Arabic, French, and Russian idiom, which naturally

gave rise to certain inevitable difference in the use of parti-

cular words and phrases, as also of their pronunciation, in India,

Nevertheless, by a contrast of the general aspects of the style

which obtained in the two countries in the corresponding

periods, making all allowance for our colloquial usage, it is

readily perceived that the Persian idiom was well kept up in

India as lafce as the 19th century, until the overthrow of Per-

sian by Urdu. Although it has to be admitted that some of

our authors in the later Mughal age indulged themselves too

much in the artistic display of words, and neglected to culti-

vate good taste, yet even their composition retained the inte-

grity of Persian idiom. It may also be stated in this connec-

tion that the Persian Persian of today, as it appeared to me

during my stay in Shfra^, differs from the classical Persian

of Sa'dl's or HaSz's time. It is, hence, desirable for every

serious student of literature to go to Iran, and profitably spend

there a few months to acquaint himself at first-hand with

the up-to-date style of modern prose and poetry, whloh has

been considerably affected all round by Turkish idiom, and

by Russian, Arabic and French vocabulary.

In these pages I have dealt only with a limited period

from Babur down to the death of Akbar, which is one of the

most important periods in the annals of India, and have tried

to show the literary activities of people at the Deooan and the

Mughal Courts, a^ compared with those of the contemporary

Persia, which coincided with the Safawl period, on a wider

and more comprehensive basis than could be found written

in any European or Indian language. It seemed to me that

the Mughal Court possessing a galaxy of brilliant scholars,

deserved a separate and ampler record of its literary achieve-

ments, The materials are drawn from widely scattered books
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(printed and manuscript), and journals and documents of

attested authenticity, written in Persian, Turkl, Arabic or

English, and accessible in the University Library, Cambridge,

other College Libraries, the India Office, and the British Museum.

I have also embodied in this work the results of my two

years' investigations at the M.A.O. College,
'

Allgarh, and the

various Oriental Collections in India, such as the Asiatic

Society of Bengal, the Hablbganj Library of Maulana Hablbur-

rahmgn Khan ShirwSM, the College Library, and the State

Library of H.H. the NawSb of RampUr. All this diverse informa-

tion that was collected on the main points concerning the

growth of Persian literature in the country, I have consoli-

dated and put in this one book within the purview of the

general reader. Side by side with tracing the development
of Persian language I have also touched on Hindi, which, com*

ing into contact with Persian, gave rise to Urdu, the present

lingua franca of India. Some casual instances of the latter

that could b6 picked up in Persian, Arabic, and Turkl dooii-

ments, and the Indian literature dating from Babur and even

before his time down to the death of Akbar, I have carefully

traced and ndted. The present work, therefore, claims as well

to embody some original contributions to the study of Urdfl,

giving a brief outline of its growth during these three reigns,

With a rudimentary survey frcm the time of SultSn Mas'fld,

Mahmttd's second son and successor. Such ah attempt has

not been made before by any Indian or European scholar, and

there is yet no work available on this subject in any language.
The data supplied in these pages will hence, I hope, be

found Of some value whenever a history of UrdtX language
00m 6s t6 be written on a sounder basis. The only original

work there is in that field, was done by the French writer

Monsieur Garoin de Tassy who, however, confined himself to

fche comparatively modern and well-known period.

In short, I have attempted to construct the history of

Persian Literature as it existed chiefly at the Mughal Court,
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A

HISTORY OF
PERSIAN LANGUAGE & LITERATURE

AT THE MUGHAL COURT

[BABUR TO AKBAB]

PART I BABUR

CHAPTER I

Babur,
1

fifth in the line of descent from Timur,
2

was the second great Mughal conqueror of Hindustan,

B&bur second after his ancestor, who may well be ac-

wn
a
uero^

Ugh
of

credited with the title of the Founder, as

Hindustan distinct from that of an Empire-builder* to
after Timur.

which Humgyan has palpably the best claim.

He was born in 888 A.H., and the following verse in

His birth and Persian was composed by Maulana Husam!
accession to

Qarakoll, who was of Turkish descent, to
the throne of _ _ . .

his father. commemorate the date of this event :

1 For reasons in support of this spelling, vide supra, p. 50 fn. 1.

2 That this or Tamur -not TlmQr is the correct form, is shown

on p. 37 supra.
3 Cf. Rushbrook Williams' Babur : An Empire-builder of the

16th Century.
^ Abul Fazl, Akbar-Nftma, Vol. 1, p. 86. Calcutta, 1877.

Note. Farishta gives it as follows :

& UT M

The slight variation of the word '

^| makes, however,

not much difference. Briggs in his translation of Farishta
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His relationship with Timur his ancestor,
1 and

Aurangzeb his great-great-great-grandson and the last

Genealogical
Powerful Mughal ruler of Hindustan, may

table of his well be illustrated by the following
relationship.

puts the verse quite differently, remarking at the same time

that it was composed after the death of Babur to com-

memorate the date of his demise :

A UT
$13

There are four main objections to its genuineness :

(i) It does not tally with the original Parishta.

(O) Any attempt to compromise it with the version of

Farishta and Abul Pazl is obviously hopeless, since it

seems higkly improbable for the same man to have

been present at both the birth and the death of Babur

with the mature sense and wisdom of composing poems
of such literary skill en both these occasions.

(Hi) The second hemistich is faulty and does not agree

with the metre, unless the word J***$) be mercilessly

broken and read as ^"f Jj which is both unnatural

and unsound.

(iv) Babur's death occurred in Jamada, 1, and not in the

month of Muharram. (For this information I am
indebted to Mr. C. A. Storey of the India Office.)

Briggs's authority, therefore, seems to be defective, and he

has misplaced the whole thing.

The blood of the two great warriors of Central Asia mixed in

Babur's veins : on his father's side he descended from TimQr

who was a Turk ; and on his mother's side from Changez who

was a Mongol.

For reference see Farishta, Vol. 1, p. 353 and the following ;

Akbar Nama, p. 77 and the following; and ' Amal-i-Salih of

Muhammad Salih Kambuh (B. I.), pp. 1-30/
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This is one of the many instances of the popularity of

Persian language with the Tartars who even on private

occasions like this seemed to prefer to speak and write in

Persian.
}

After his father 'Umar Shaikh's death, which took

place in 899 A.H., by an accidental fall
2 from the roof

of a pigeon-house, Babur succeeded to his father's position

as ruler of Farghana when he was hardly 12 years old.

"
In the month of RamazSn of the year 899

(June 1494) and in the 12th year of my age, I

became the ruler in the country of Farghana.
"*

His father in his lifetime had entrusted to his

care the affairs of Andijan* which was held as the

capital of Farghana probably since
' Umar

tionofXTtte Shaikh's time. Thus raised to the throne

of Zahiruddm. by the court nobles in 899 A.H.,
he received the title of Zahlruddln"

(the strengthener of 4he faith), which is probably
the first instance of its kind among the Tartars of the

practice of the acceptance of Muslim titles, a practice

1 For further illustrations refer pp. 56-57 and p. 99 supra.
2 Note the curious coincidence of occurrence in history that his grandson

HumayQn too subsequently met his death in almost the same man-
ner at Delhi.

s A. S. Beveridge, Memoirs of Babur, Vol. I, p. 1. London, 1921.
* The practice of making young Princes rulers over territory was

quite common in the East. His grandson Akbar is another instance

of a youthful kingpin the line of the Mughal rulers in India. Also

cf . Shah Tahmasp's accession to the throne of Persia at the age
of ten. This practice cuts at the root of the Western contention

that in the East sovereignty depended on de faoto strength.
5 Lane-Poole and Rushbrook Williams have preferred to treat

" Zahlruddln Muhammad "
as proper name. For discussion on this

point vide chapter IX supra.
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which was afterwards followed by his successors in

India,
1

His mother Qutluq Nigar Khanam was a scholar's

daughter and is believed to have been well educated in

Culture of
Turki an(* Persian.

2
His grandmother,

his mother and Isan Daulat, too, was a cultured lady who
grandmother.

8eemg to have exercised a more marked

influence on him than even his mother :

"
She was practically his ruling counsellor, and

brought to her grandson much that goes to the

making of man." s

His own estimate of these women, to whose memory
he pays a glowing tribute, is worthy of notice :

"
Qutluq Nigar Khanam, my mother, was Yunus

KhSn's second daughter. She was with me in most
of my guerilla expeditions and throneless times.

"*

As to his grandmother he says :

"There were few of her sex that excelled her

in sense and sagacity.
" 5

1 The only possible exception I have been able to discover is the case

of UljaitQ who was styled as "
Ghiyftsuddln

" on a coin described

in the British Museum Collections (Additions to Part 2, p. 102),

shown to me by Mr. C. A. Storey of the India Office. There is, how-

ever, nothing in it to suggest that the title
"
GhiySsuddln" was

formally proposed by the people and accepted by him on the occa-

sion of his coronation. My own impression is that it was adopted
later and entered in foreign correspondence and on coins, not with

the idea of introducing it as a custom into his house but simply as

a political exigency to impress the Muslims all round favourably
and frighten his foes with his prowess as a chosen monarch, or

King-Elect, who carries with him the sympathy and support of

a large section of Muslim population of the Central Asia.

2 Memoirs of Babur, ut supra, preface.

3
Ibid., p. xxviii.

*
Ibid., Vol. 1, p. 21.

5 Ibid.
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These women appear to have been his chief guides
and counsellors in his youthful days, and were, for the

most part, with him in his wanderings and out-

door life with which his early years were occupied.
'

In
' Umar Shaikh's circle of friends there were

several scholars whose frequent association with him had

Scholarship much to contribute to his culture and refine-

Sd
h
his Sed ment - The two most Prominent of these

associates. were :

1. Yunus Khan Babur's grandfather, and

2. Khwaja
'

Ubaidullah Ahrarl,

whose influence in shaping his literary taste was
none the less than his parents. Yunus was for many
years well trained and educated under the tutorship

of Maulana Sharafuddin
'

All Yezdl* -author of the

Zafar Nama. Other scholar of repute was Khwaja
'Ubaidullah Ahrarl who in the estimation of Babur

ranked high as a SSfi, and his memory was held

sacred. He seems to have been as much devoted to

1 For influence of the zenana on Mughal Princes cf. V. A. Smith : Akbar

the Great Mughal p. 20 (the influence of Akbar's nurses) ; and

p. 49 (the rule of Maham Anaga the head-nurse of Akbar).

Also, cf. the influence of NQrjahan over Jahanglr, and that of

Jahan-Ara Begam and her mother over Shah Jahan [Lane-

Poole, Mediaeval India, pp. 341-2. London, 1917].

2 Yezd, a cosmopolitan town, seems to have been a hot-bed of

political and religious thinking. It has been a stronghold of

Jewish, Zoroastrian, SunnI, ShI'a, and of late BabI activities.

Once, when the"Afghans prepared to attack Yezd in 1724 A.D.,

the Shi'a inhabitants fearing that Zoroastrians might evince their

long-cherished enmity against them, and join the Afghans in loot-

ing their property, declared war on them, and massacred them in

large numbers. From literary point of view Yezd, like Shlraz or in

India Bilgram, has always been a resort of scholars, and noted

for its poets, historians, and thinkers.
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Ahrart 1 as Akbar to Shaikh Salim Chisht! or the Khwaja
of Ajmer.

2

Sharafuddin and Khwaja
'

Ubaidullah both were pre-

sent at the court on the occasion of Babur's birth, and

i Cf. Babur's taking up the versification of the Khwaja's Walidiyya

Risala as a means of recovery from illness :

"During the night of Tuesday it occurred to me to

versify the Walidiyya Risala of his Rev. Khwaja
' Ubaidullah.

I laid it to heart that if I, going to the soul of his Rev. for pro-

tection, were freed from this disease, it would be a sign that

my poem was accepted. By God's grace and His Reverence's

favour I was free.
" (Memoirs of Babur, Vol. 2, p. 619.)

Also cf. his showing respect to Khwaja 'Abdul Haq, a descendant of

Ahrarl, in taking initial step to visit him on his arrival at Igra,
and wait there like a servant :

"
Khwaja 'Abdul Haq having arrived I crossed the

water by boat, went to his tent, and waited on him." (Ibid.,

p. 641.)

The words " waited on him "
clearly suggest that he treats him as

his lord and himself a vassal or an inferior.

2 It is significant that all the rulers of Babur's line from his ances-

tor TimQr down to Aurangzeb were, without an exception, devout

adherents to Sofls, and invariably invoked their blessings :

Cf . TimUr's staunch devotion to Shaikh Shamsuddln and Shaikh

Zainuddln. (Refer pp. 34 & 39 supra.)

Also cf . Akbar's sending his wife, when she was in her family way, to

reside at Shaikh Sallm's humble dwelling at FatehpQr Slkrl, until the

birth of the child whom he named Sallm after the saint's own name.

Also cf . his journeys from &gra to Ajmer in fulfilment of the vow he

had made to the saint in the event of the birth of an heir.

It is noteworthy that both these saints belonged to the same order of

Sdfls and exercised enormous influence on the religious thought of

India. Of the eight schools the Chishtiya order carries even today

a much greater influence and popularity than any other school.

The latter Shaikh Mu'Inuddln Chishtl of Ajmer is revered as the

arch saint of India, and his influence on the public mind is ever on

the increase, while that of the former has since much dwindled.

Also cf. Aurangzeb's culminating SOfistic tendencies. He had

adopted the garment of a Sufi, and only drank a little water,
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partook in his
'

aqlqa ceremony.
1 His name Babur was

chosen for him by the latter,
2 who was the most

celebrated spiritual guide of the time. Mlrza Haidar

Dughlat's remark about Yunus's scholarship is worth

quoting :

tf JU

and ate a small quantity of millet bread, and slept on the ground
with only a tiger skin

l

"over him. (Tavernier's Travels, transla-

tion V Ball, i, p. 338.) All this he chose from sheer conviction

which could be traced to the influence of SOfistic teachings on him

of men like
l Attar Shamsuddln Tabrlzl, and Jal&luddln Rflmlin

concord with the teachings of the Qur'&n and the traditions of the

Prophet. He is a notable example of one who combined '
shari-

at' with '

tarlqat
'
in the discharge of his duties as a true Muslim or

what may be termed as a SofI, and was intolerant of the eccen-

tricities of Sophists and latitudinarians who took undue liberties

and transgressed the Law of Islam. In India he is revered as aSQfl

by a large section of Muslims, and his saintly life in the footsteps

of Khulafa-i-'Rashidln/ coupled with his erudition in Muslim juris-

prudence, gives him a place among the learned divines of

Islam.

1 It is customary to sacrifice a goat or other kindred animal after a

week's time from the birth of the child when his name is chosen for

him.

2 Haidar Mlrza Dughlat, Tartkh-i-Rashldl-B.M. MSS., Or. 157,

foL 121a.

3
Ibid., fol. 69a.
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The Khan has remained with MaulanS Sharafuddm
'All for 12 years, and has acquired excellences

such as none before him and after him was ever

born among the Khans of Mongols like him.

Since Maulana has died the Khan has gone over

from Yezd to Fars and Azarbyjan, and has spent
his time mostly in acquiring knowledge. He has

made Shiraz his home and got access to the

assembly of the learned of that place. In Shiraz

he is known as 'Ustad Yunus.

At another place he says :

JL3Ld3

He was adorned with varied accomplishments so

that in the reading of the JJur'an and in his poetic

disposition he was very strong and endowed with

quickest perception and mature judgment.

Note. The reason why the B. M. codex is consulted in preference

to Elias and Ross's translation of T&rlkh-i-Rashldl is twofold :

(i) the translation does not tally with the original text in the

B.M., e.g., the word ^f has been read as j^ , and

wALai or title of Zahlruddln is taken for his name. Also,

the expression jt&>) tt;<fta>! referring in the B.M. codex to

Khw&ja 'Ubaidull&h Ahrarl, is made to refer in the translation

to Maulana Munlr Marghlnanl (vide*p. 173 of the Transla-

tion ). All these discrepancies occurred in the same page in one

and the same sentence, and altered the meaning altogether.

(ii) Sir Denison Ross told the writer in an interview that the trans-

lation was made in collation with several MSS. Since it

was impossible for the writer at Cambridge to approachthem

all, it was deemed convenient to depend on the B. M. codex,

i
Ibid., fol. 109a,

F. 2
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Thus it may be seen that their constant association

with
* Umar Shaikh was certain to have considerable

effect in moulding his literary taste which is described by
Abul Fazl in the following words :

And that of blessed fortune and high star was of

literary skill and perception and paid full atten-

tion to poets, and himself also composed verses.

His mind was in accord with poetry but he did not

care to write verse. Most of his time he occupied

himself with poetical and historical works and in

his presence they used to read the Shah Nama.
Nor do his activities appear to have been

confined to historical works like the Shah Nama,
for he seems to have been even more devoted to

subjects of religious study than those of epic and

romance, which is confirmed by Babur's statement as

follows :

' ' *Umar Shaikh read the Qur'an very frequently
and was a disciple of His Highness Khwaja
1

Ubaidullah (Ahrarl) who honoured him by visits

and even' called him son. His current readings

were the two quintets,
2 and the Masnawl ; of

1 AkbarNama, p. 84.

2 By
'

quintets,
' are meant the famous Khamsas of Niz&ml and

Khusrau,
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histories he read chiefly the Shah Nama. He
had a poetic nature but no taste for composing
verses.

*

From these two statements it becomes clear that

he had a literary bent of mind and delighted in

the study of useful literature such as books on his-

tory and morals. Also, he loved poetry and himself

could compose verses. Thus we see that the scholarship

of his elders in addition to that of other contemporary
scholars in his a ttendance, of whom he was a patron,

was primarily influencing his son's (Babur's) literary

taste.

Memoirs of B&bur, Vol. 1, p. 15, ut supra.



CHAPTER II

In fact from Babur back to Timur is a line of ances-

tors of varying but definite literary skill and taste. Timur,

Estimate of though famous for his lust for conquest
Timor's culture \fce Alexander the Great,

l was sufficient-

s^nificance^of ly a well-informed and a talented person,
his court. and certain works written at his com-

i Timtlr was undoubtedly aspiring to become and be known to the

world as second Alexander in his ambition to conquer the "two

worlds " and leave behind him a consequent prestige of his name

as worthy successor of Alexander the Great. (Vide Buckler - ' A
New Interpretation of Akbar's Infallibility Decree of 1579,' JRAS.,

1924, p. 593.) This is supported by his adoption of the title of

"
Sahibqiran

" in close imitation of "
Zulqarnain," both of which

are derived from the same root and mean the same thing, viz.,

the lord of the two ages.'

The idea is further supported by his very title of " Iskandar ul 'And "

(Alexander of the age), by which the learned chroniclers of his court

addressed him in their works. A good instance of same appears on

fol. 8a, of a contemporary work entitled
' Zafar NSmai KhaqSnt

'

[for particulars about this work vide fn. 1, on the following

page] wherein the above title is used for even his son 'Umar Baha-

dur, and is very significantly coupled with '

Sahibqiran
'

reading as

^T;ftn.-~aA0 )<**?!)*& I (Alexander of the time, and the lord of the

two ages). The latter '

Sahibqiran
'
is also interpreted as ' the lord

of the conjunction of the two planets.' The popular story is that

at the birth of Timflr, the stars, Venus and Jupiter, were in con-

junction, which is believed to be a very auspicious siern for the

child and forebodes his future greatness.

The literal or Greek sense of '

qarn
'
is
"
horn," but this does not

really affect the case. The important point is to notice the use

of the word by Muslim historians and Arab lexicographers who

take '

qarn
' as meaning

"
age

"
or "

generation." Hence the ex-

pressions y^jJ and j^j^ always signify the "primitive and

the middle ages." Cf. j*5 ^ ^luU^ *l Qur'an [Ch. 26, RK. 2].
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mand 1 and revised and named by himself* bear testimony
to his culture and enlightenment. The following extract

from Zafar Nama i Khaqani ia a valuable asset of contem-

porary estimate of his literary taste and capabilities :

>~*d^

,fc|0

U!

xxf

1
^7.17. "Zafar Nama i KhfiqanI

f>
of which the only copy known to me

is preserved in the British Museum, and may be said to be the basis

of the later Zafar Nama of Sharafuddln 'All YezdI. The author

Nizam i ShamI was deputed by TimQr to write out in easy Persian

an authentic account of his reign and achievements on the battle-

field in accordance with the existing material in the shape of State

documents and other official and private records kept by his chro-

niclers (vide original text).

2 The above work on completion, in 806 A.H., was formally present-

ed to TimQr who was gratified to see it done according to his in-

structions, and approved its style and diction. The title
" Zafar

Nama i Khaqani/' which abruptly appears at the end, was chosen

by TimQr himself, after it was finished (vide fol. 5b, ibid.).

3 B. M., MSS. Add. 23,980, fol. 6b.
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(g* ^7* D^
^ **"

**))^

The reason of writing these lines is that in the year
804 A.H. His Majesty Amir Sahib Qiran may
God perpetuate his kingdomgave order to cause

the presence of the humble servant called Nizam-

i-Shami, and when I had the honour of kissing

the carpet, after conferring on me his favour and

exalting me in rank, his sublime desire manifested

itself that a history which they have recorded for

His Majesty, containing all his deeds from the

beginning of his reign to this our day, and which
is not arranged as it ought, this slave should apply
himself to its critical examination and arrangement,
but on condition that the same should be free and

protected from the ornament of artificiality, and

the custom of giving charm and spell ; for he said

about the books written in that style and adorned

by similes and metaphors, that their object is lost

in the very midst. Necessarily in this occupation,

having adopted one procedure, I described there-

in the chronicles of his beautiful efforts, and

agreeable endeavours, and shining judgments, and

perfect plans.

Thus we see that he had appointed acribes to

remain in his personal attendance to record every impor-

tant utterance or event of the day,
'

so as to compile
and leave to posterity a complete diary of his actions and

movements as a second mighty conqueror of the world.

i Cf. the statement by Nizam-i-Shaml-B. M. MSS., Add. 23,980,

fol. 7a.
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Some passages from his
"
Institutes

" l

may fitting-

The Memoirs
*y ^e produced here to depict the state

and institu- of culture at his court together with his
tesofTimur.

Wise men and persons of deliberation and pru-

dence and caution and aged men endowed with

foresight, I gave admittance into my chief council,

and I associated with them, and acquired benefit

and experience.

At another place he says :

1 The so-called Institutes and Memoirs of TimQr have been discredit-

ed by Rieu, followed by Prof. Browne, as sham and apocryphal.

Whether or no they are genuinely the work of Timur, is not the

point of contention, nor is it of much consequence. As an authen-

tic autobiography they may be forgeries, but as history the work

has considerable value, and reflects the true TimOrid character

in every page. What is therefore of importance to consider is

that whether the work is a later invention, simple and pure,

as alleged by the critics, or it has for its basis some original

record of Timor's sayings and doings kept by his scribes. For dis-

cussion in support of the latter view see page 19 and the following.

2 Davy and White: Institutes of TimOr, p. 205. Oxford (1783).

3
Jbid., p. 211.
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From amongst the trusted wise, of loyal belief,

who were worthy of being entrusted with the

secrets of administration, and with whom I could

consult on the affairs of the state, I made a selected

group repositories of the inner secrets.

The most important paragraphs of his "Institutes"

are the following :

Sages, physicians, astrologers, and mathemati-

cians who are the essentials for the machinery of

Government, I drew around me.

\

)

Traditionalists and possessors of anecdotes and
tales, I admitted to my presence ; and from this

group I heard the tales of prophets and saints,

1
Ibid., p. 213.

2 Ibid.
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and the histories of kings and how they arrived

at the dignity of empire and the decline of their

powers. And from their narratives and histories

and the sayings and doings of each of them I

gathered experience. And from them I heard the

news and events of the universe and acquired

knowledge of its affairs. I united myself with the

holy and the pious and associated with them. And
I ordained that in every town and city they should

build a mosque and a school.

And I sent into every kingdom a Shaikul Islam ;

and I appointed learned men and teachers in every

city to instruct the Muslirps in the religious laws
and traditional beliefs.

To passengers and travellers of every country and

province I gave encouragement so that they might
communicate to me the intelligence of countries,

1 Ibid., pp. 177-179.
2 Ibid., p. 215.

3 Stewart (Major Charles), MalfOzSt-i-TimOrl, Book 4, Rule ii,

London, 1830 r
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And I gave admission to the Sayyids and the learn-

ed into my presence and treated them with respect ;

and kept company with the learned in religion

and heard from them religious and secular laws.

The significance of this assertion is greatly enhanced

when we find the famous Spanish ambassador Ruy Gon-

Evidenceof
zatez ^e ^lavijo deputed by King Henry III

the Spanish of Castile, visiting Timur at Samarqand and
ambassador.

giving a vjvid life-like picture of his person

and the court. Clavijo and his suite reached the borders

of Samarqand on 31st August, 1404, and were admitted to

Timur's audience on Monday the 8th of September. The

ambassadors handed over the presents which they had

brought for Timur to his orderlies who took them respect-

fully before the lord. At the gate they met with many
porters who guarded it with maces in their hands :

"Timur Beg was seated in a portal in front of

the entrance of a beautiful palace ; and he was

sitting on the ground. Before him there was a

fountain which threw up the water very high,

and in it there were some red apples. The lord

was seated cross-legged on silken embroidered car-

pets amongst round pillows. He was dressed in a

robe of silk, with a high white hat on his head, on

the top of which was a spinal ruby with pearls

and precious stones round it."
l

The Spanish envoys were graciously received and

given a preferential place above the Chinese ambassador

who too was present from the other extremity of the world.

"Perhaps the most striking idea to be obtained

from their narrative is that the intellectual supe-

Sir C. R. Markham, English translation of the Spanish Embassy's

Narrative of the Court of TimQr, p. 132. London, I860,
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riority of the envoys to the Mughals (which we
unthinkingly and at once assume) is less marked
than one might have expected, Timur's officers do
not seem specially rude and ignorant as compared
with the Spanish gentlemen. Timur's court was
not a mere assembly of officials. It was organised
in a fashion as orderly as that of the Spanish King.
Timur himself was a far more important figure

than any of his western contemporaries.
" }

This estimate of Timur's culture based on a fore-

ign neutral authority in piquant contrast with the

Arab historian Ahmad bin i Muhammad of Damascus,
better known as Ibn i 'Arabshah who, for reasons of

national humiliation and personal privations, hates

Timur, agrees to the views held by another contemporary
Nizam i Shami, author of the Zafar Nama-i-Khaqani.

2

. ..
,.. .,

"The authenticity of memoirs,
"

Authenticity t( .

*
.

of M e m o i r s says Rieu, js open to serious objec-

^uestioned
by tions.* The reasons he gives are

briefly summed up as follows :

(1) The suspicious vagueness of the account of

the alleged discovery.

(2) The fact that the supposed original has never

been produced, nor its existence been confirmed

by any testimony ; and the absolute silence of

Sharafuddin 'AllYezdi.

(3) It included some facts not recorded in the

Zafar Nama, and other trustworthy histories, and
omitted events chronicled by all historians.

1 Holden ( Edwards, S.), The Mughal Emperors of Hindustan, p. 21,

Westminster, 1895.

2 Vide supra, p. 13.

3 Catalogue of Persian MSS., B. M., Vol. 1, p. 178.
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(4) When it was read before Shah Jahan glaring

discrepancies in facts and dates were noticed by
the emperor who ordered

"
the humblest of his

servants,
" Afzal Bukhari to collate the work with

the Zafar Nama and other standard histories ; to

throw out the additions of Mir Abu Talib
1

;

supply his omissions ; translate the Arabic and
Turk! passages ; and correct the dates which did

not tally with those of the Zafar Nama.
As to the first objection, the following views of

William Davy which he expressed in his letter of October

24th, 1779, to Dr. White then Laudian
*

Professor of Arabic in the University of

Oxfordare worth noticing :

"
It may appear remarkable that the translator

should say so little or in fact nothing to prove the

authenticity of the valuable work which he was
about to translate. It has an extraordinary

appearance, I Allow ; but I think the following

inferences only can be drawn from it ; either that

he thought the work itself contained sufficient

proofs of its own authenticity, or that at the

period when he translated it, it was so well known
as not to admit of doubt or dispute/'

The second point why the book was never produced
nor its existence confirmed by any contemporary histories-

is explained in the note of Afzal Bukhari himself in his

edition of the Malfuzat :

1 Translator of the disputed manuscript of Timor's TurkI Memoirs

into Persian. In his Foreword to the translation he says that in

the library of Ja'far Pasha, ruler of Yeman he met with a

manuscript in the Turk! or Mughal language, which on inspection

proved to be a personal diary of TimQr. By the kindness of his

imperial host he was permitted to translate the MS. into Persian,

and on his arrival in India presented it to Shfth Jahftn.
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V01*3

And a book was compiled and written, and after
the death of His Majesty (Timur), this honourable

book, due to the vicissitudes of time, having passed
from the library of His Majesty's sons and nephews
to the countries of Rum, adorned the libraries of
the Kaisers and some other rulers of that country,
till through the good chances, Mir Abu Talib

who was from Turbat in Khurasan happened to

travel to the countries of Rum and Arabia,
and having arrived in Yeman he associated
with Ja'far Pasha, ruler of Yeman. One day
during his inspection of Ja'far Pasha's library this

auspicious book came within sight of Mir Abu
Talib.

Besides this, an allusion too, whioh seems to have
escaped the notice of Rieu, occurs in the work of
Nizam i Shaml, the contemporary historian of Timur,
who declares that a record of Timur's life, that had

~~~~"~"~~~~' ~" ' -
*r

' MalfOzlt i Sahib QirBn, B.M. MSS., Add. 16, 686, fol. 2b.
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been written by his scribes but was not properly ar-

ranged, was then in existence. Afzal Bukhari, perhaps,

did not know the work of Nizam i Shaml, at all,

since, like Abu Talib's manuscript, there was probably

only one copy of it existing at that time, which is now
in the British Museum. This evidence is of the greatest

significance as corroborating internally the confused

manner in which various events were originally placed

in Abu Talib's work under one heading, mixing per-

sonal with official, and domestic with military, with

dates clashing with one another. Afzal Bukhari simply

put this account into proper order, and the dates in their

due places.

The third contention that the work does not tally

with the known existing chronicles is a point rather

in support of its genuineness than its falsity, and calls

for special attention. Its contents widely differ from,

and go much further than, those of the commonly

known works of the contemporary authors, and seem in

all probability to have for their basis some Turkl manus-

cript of Timur's life and actions written by his scribes.
'

The same view is held by Beveridge in his article on TimQr,

which appeared on p. 201 of JASB., 1921. He observes :

"Though I regard Aba Talib's work as a forgery, it is quite

possible that he may have had access to some records

of TimQr's sayings and doings. His book is certainly

not entirely a reproduction of Sharafuddln, since in one

place he makes a reference to Niz&muddln Shaml's Zafar

Nama, for in the account of the taking of Baghdad he

refers to the fact of Nizamuddln having been the first

person who came from the city and did obeisance to

Timur. This is not mentioned by Sharafuddln, but occurs

at p. 99b of Niz&muddln as quoted by Rieu.

Also, Shah Jahan wanting to give advice to his son Aurangzeb

when he was in charge of the Deccan, sent him an

extract from Aba Talib's work about the duties of a
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As to the fourth reason, it may well be said that Shah
Jahan who could be a no better judge of the authenticity
of the work than Abu Talib himself, thought it fit to bring
the book up to the standard and taste of the time, of

which it naturally fell so short, being a record of un-

connected events and miscellaneous orders issued from
time to time by Timur, and kept by him only as a memo-
randum.

Abu Talib 's additions, which he, under the circum-

stances, had thought fit to make, to give the book a polish,
and to fill in the gaps, were equally undesirable and un-
called for, and if Shah Jahan ordered their exclusion from
the work, it was but a laudable act to keep the beauty of
the original intact. But it is a pity that he did this only
to make room for his own additions through his tutor

Afzal Bukharl who can hardly be said to be any better

antiquarian than Abu Talib himself.

We are also informed by Rieu that certain Arabic and
Turki passages (which were either* omitted or not quite
well translated by Abu Talib), were ordered by Shah
Jahan to be re-translated. This statement, while showing
that there existed some previous work, wherein occurred
the Turk! and Arabic passages which were not quite

fully grasped even by Abu Talib, suggests that the

original Turki manuscript, or a copy thereof, was
brought to India, and was there before Shah Jahan ; or

governor. These instructions alleged to have been sent

by Timar and sent by Shah Jahan for the edification of

Aurangzeb do not appear in Zafar* NSma. They profess
to have been issued by TimOr in 794 to his grandson
(Fir Muhammad's son) Jahanglr when he was appointed
to the charge of Cabul, Qandhar, and India. The Zafar

Kama I, 558, Bib. Ind. edition gives the appointment of

Fir Muhammad and the names of the officers who were
to assist him but does not give the instructions/'
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how could he detect the discrepancies in the body of

the translation, and order for the Turk! passages to be

re-translated ?

Professor Browne suspects that the work
is * production of Abu Talib himself:

" Of the existence of this Turk! original no

evidence, whatever, exists, save this statement of

Abu Talib 's, and it appears much more likely that

he himself compiled the Persian work in imitation

of Babur's authentic autobiography, with the aid

of the Zafar Nama, and other histories of Timur. !

Its critical As to this remark the following points
test- should be borne in mind :

(1) The contents of Abu Talib's translation

widely differ from those of the Zafar NSma and

other histories of the reign of Timur. The

former is a personal diary of his actions ; while

the latter is a chronicle or history of important

events of his reign, so that the one does not

much help the other.*

(2) There appears no reason whatever for Abu
Talib to undertake the unremunerative task of

compiling a work in imitation of Babur's auto-

biography with a view to attribute it to one

who was dead and gone three hundred years

past.

(3) If Abu Talib with such historical insight was

really capable of producing a work like the

Memoirs o*f Timur, he would not have, on the

* Persian Literature under Tartar Dominion, p. 184.

2 For illustrations vide p. 26 supra. Also, see p. 22 fn. 1, for

reasons why Aba Talib's work could not be compiled with the

aidoftheZafarNfUna.
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one hand, suffered to diminish his fame by giving
himself out as a mere translator, and profit on
the other, by not writing a work for a living

monarch like Shah Jahan himself.

Charles Stewart also, in reviewing the work

says :

"
It is written in a careless manner, occasionally

obscure, with much tautology, and some repeti-

tions but without any break in detail, except at

the commencement of a new year evidently

evincing that the art of bookmaking has not

been employed to set it off, and that it is a

translation from some language less polished than

Persian."
1

" The noble simplicity of diction, the plain and

unadorned egotism that runs through the whole

of the Institutes and History of Timur, are pecu-

liarities which mark their originality and their

antiquity also."
2

In addition to these critical remarks of the learned

orientalists there are some cogent reasons against the

wholesale rejection of the work :

(1) The minuteness of detail and the wonderful

accuracy with which many a trivial anecdote

which has passed the notice of contemporary

historians, is described, the spots marked, and

the personages connected with them carefully

mentioned by name and with characteristic

1 English translation of MalfQzat TimQrl, Preface, p. vi.

Note. Charles Stewart was Professor of Oriental Languages at

the College of the East India Company in Bengal.

2 William Davy's letter of October 4th, 1779, to Dr. White,

then Laudian Professor of Arabic in fthe University of

Oxford.

F. 4
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familiarity, cannot possibly be the work of mere

imagination, or even a subsequent compilation after

a lapse of three centuries from the reigning Timur.

(2) Abu Talib's work for its material is not indebted

to the available histories of the reign of Timur,

owing to the basic difference of the former in its

topic and trend of thought from the latter.
]

It

seems too much to ascribe these to the imagination

of a man of Abu Talib's ordinary ability with

no genius or ambition, whom history knows no

more than as a mere translator of a historical

work like this, and that too, according to Rieu,

full of discrepancies, and not a good work at all.
2

(3) Most of the theories and points of personal char-

acter described in the disputed Institutes, e.g., the

respect which Timur invariably professes to show

1 E.g. cf. the regulations" for the punishment of his relations and

other kinsmen as distinct from the common culprits ; the rules

concerning the subsistence of his children and other dependents ;

his conduct and behaviour towards the learned, the SQfIs, the

strangers, the friends and the foes ; his sundry orders to his high

officials, domestic servants, courtiers and personal attendants ;

account of his visits to, and granting gratuities for, the holy shrines

in conquered lands, and there receiving in audience their custo-

dians without omitting to mention them by name ; plans for the

arrangements of squadrons, and different tactics of war employed
under different circumstances appearing at the moment : assess-

ment and collection of tolls and indemnities from conquered terri-

tories ; and similar other things. These measures are of a nature

that none but an experienced monarch of high ambition could

possibly lay down.

2 Cf. the statement :

" His translation, however, was not free from errors

when it was read before Shah Jahan, glaring discrepan-
cies in facts and dates were noticed ..." (Cat. of
Persian MSS. in the British Museum, Vol. 1, pp. 178-179.)
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to the learned and the Sufis 1

; his fury for offences

of breach of faith and slackness in duty and his

logic for meeting same with capital punishment* ;

his ambition for the subjection of the East and the

West, perceptible throughout his career in every

1 Cf . (i) Generous reception by Timor of the learned Shaikh NOrud-
dln ' Abdur Rahman who was sent as an envoy from

Sultan Ahmad Jala'ir of Baghdad : also, of Mulla Sa'duddln

Taftazanl who was summoned by Timar to his capital

Samarqand and shown respect and favour by him.

(ii) Nizam i Shaml, author of Zafar Nama i Khfiqanl, also was

favourably received by TimOr, and deputed to compile
the history of his reign.

(iii) Majduddln Ibn-i-Ya'qOb FlrOzBbadl, compiler of the famous
Arabic lexicon, the QamOs, also received favours from
Timor.

Similarly a good many instances are found of TimOr, paying respect to

the Sofia and the holy men of the time such as Shaikh Zainuddln

AbO Bakr, Shaikh NQruddln, and Silaikh Sadruddln Ard Bell, etc.

2 Cf. Timor's order for severest punishment for petty faults of

servants deputed to attend on the Spanish ambassador and his

subsequent pardon at the latter's intervention. (The Spanish

Embassy's Narrative, ut supra.) Also, cf. his reason for the

general massacre of the people of Isfahan :

JZS>^ ^ &] JSS>

I captured Isfahan, and I trusted in the people of

Isfahan ; I delivered the castle into their hands, and

they slew the D&rOgha whom I had placed over them

with 3,000 men of my army : I also commanded a

general slaughter of the people of Isfahan. (Tuzuk-i-

TimQrl attached with QabQs Kama, p. 40. Tehran,

1285 A. H,)
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deed ; and hiskeeping rigid discipline in the army and

other departments ; are but accomplished facts

fully supported by external evidences, and are

genuinely Timurid in character.

Sir C. R. Markham reviewing Timur's

intellectual life says :

" The name of Timour is frequently coupled

with that of Zengls Khan ; yet the latter was a rude

barbarian while there is evidence that the former

was versed in all the knowledge of his age and

country. The period between the reign of Timour

and that of Baber was the golden age of Toorki

literature, and the Princes of the great Conqueror's

family wrote poetry in their own tongue, and gave

liberal encouragement to its cultivation amongst

their courtiers. 'All Shir Beg, the Grand Vizier to

Husein Meerzac composed a poem in the Toorki

language, and also wrote a complete prosody ; and

other Ameers at the courts of the Timouride

Princes, while they studied the literature of Persia,

did not neglect the poetry of their native Toorki.

Timour seems to have given the first impulse to

these intellectual pursuits amongst his countrymen,

and though he owes his fame chiefly to his con-

quests, it would be unfair to forget his liberal

encouragement of learned men. ' ' }

Beveridge in his recent article on Timur begins with

the following lines.*:

11
Timur was long treated as if he was another

Prester John. People knowing little or nothing

about him, but eager to give news, invented all

i Introductory Life of Timour Beg, prefixed to the Narrative of the

Embassy of Ruy Gonzalez de Clavijo, p. 11,
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sorts of stories, and palmed them off on the

public."'

Though Timur was not formally educated, yet he

had like Akbar a keen literary sense and humour.

His alleged conversation with the poet

^
His literary ^-^ hjs contemporary, is worth recording

as an evidence of his wit and perception :

^UoJU *f^ *

5 s

Jo

^Lfc-U vf

-V 7*

1 "Apocryphal Memoirs of TimOr,
"
JASB., p. 201. 1921.

2 Daulat Shah
?
edited by Prof, Browne, p. 305, London, 1901,
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It is related that at the time when Sult&n Sahib

Qiran, the great, Amir Timur Gurkan, may God
illumine his soul, subjugated Pars in 795, and slew

Shah Mansur, Khwaja Hafiz was living. Timur
sent for Hafiz through some one. When Hafiz

appeared, Timur said to him :

"
I have by the stroke of the glittering sword

subjugated the greater part of the habitable quar-
ter of the globe and devastated thousands of

places and foreign kingdoms so that I may bring
to Samarqand and Bukhara, my dear native land

and the seats of my throne, prosperity. Thou
worthless fellow art selling my Samarqand and Bu-

khara for one black mole of a Turk of Shlraz in

this verse that thou hast composed :

If that Turk of Shiraz would take my
heart into his hand,

I would give away Samarqand and Bu-

khara for his black mole."

Khwaja Hafiz kissed the ground of his Majesty's

presence and said:
"

emperor of the world,

it is due to this sort of generosity that I have fall-

en to such miserable days."
To Sahib Qiran this witty remark camp agreeable,

and he appreciated it, and showed no anger to

Hafiz, but entertained him with kindness and

favour.

Prof. Browne puts little faith in this anecdote on the

ground that Hafiz was at that time dead for four years.
!

o

i Persian Literature under Tartar Dominion, p. 188.

Note. This story though not corroborated by any source other than

Daulat Shah, whose authority is weak, is popularly believed to

be true. The one great point about it is that it is current at

Shlraz-the place of their meeting. It seems therefore possible

that the event might have taken place but at different date f
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Even if not historically true, the assignment of this event

to Timur at Samarqand and in Persia itself is signi-

ficant.

Another evidence of his perceptible wit is to be found

in the anecdote of his meeting and conversation with

Daulat, the famous blind bard of India :

Amir Timur when he came to India said: "I
have heard from people that there is good music

in India. Let some musician be sent for, so that

I may hear him sing.
" A blind bard who was

very eloquent in his speech entered the royal

presence, and sang so well that Amir Timur was

very pleased to hear him. He asked the blind,
" What is your name ?

"
l^he blind replied

"
Daulat

"
(wealth). The king said:

"
Is wealth

also blind ?" The bard rejoined: "If it had

Shakespeare (John), Muntakhab&t-i-Hindl, Vol. 1, p. 15. London, 1817.
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not been blind, why should it have come to the

lame?" 1

The Amir was well pleased with this rejoinder,

and rewarded him with twice as much as he had

originally intended to do.

Again, there is a famous story in Persian which is so very
popular and didactic in value that it has found expression
in almost every living language of the East, but few

probably know that its author is Timur, and the story

originates from him. Holden quoting from the Institutes

says :

" The famous anecdote of the ant does duty
in a Persian life of Timur.

'

I was once forc-

ed/ says he,
'

to take shelter from my ene-

mies in a ruined building. To divert my mind
from my hopeless condition, I fixed my eyes
on an ant which was carrying a grain of

wheat up a h&h wall. Sixty-nine times it fell

to the ground, but the insect persevered, and
the seventieth time it reached the top. The
sight gave me courage and I never forgot the

lesson."
2

There seems to be an impression among English
writers that Timur was a Shi'a. Some even go so far

His reli ion
as to accuse t"ie Muslim historians, espe-

cially of the Sunnl sect of partiality and

concealment of fact, if they write or call Timur a

i Of. a similar story of wit (quoted on p. 29, supra) ascribed to him

in Persia, while this is attributed in India. If neither of them
is historically true, they are important at least in one aspect

as showing the trend of public opinion about him in both the

countries.

1 The Mughal Emperors of Hindustan, p. 32, ut supra.
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Sunnl. ' This idea is probably based on the latter's conduct
in waging war against the Ottoman SultSn. If so, it is

erroneous. The strongest evidence of his adherence to

the Sunn! creed, as also that of his army, is to be found
in his own letter which he addressed to SultSn B5 Yazld
of Turkey. The following extract from it is reproduced
from Ferlndun Bey's State papers :

Lo JC&J

Our faith in Islam and our display of the

tenets of Islam and our belief in the Sunnl creed

are more luminous than the sun : and your servants

Sanqur and Ahmad, have long stayed in the midst
of our armies and have witnessed to what extent

are the symptoms of Islam visible in our soldiery.

1 Cf. Beveridge :

" And what TimQride and what Indian Muhammadans would
not act in the same way ? They would all feel bound to

support the glory of the house of TimUr. I, therefore,

would pay little attention to the opinion of Muhammadans
. . . Far more value is to be attached to the opinions of

disinterested scholars as Sachau and Rieu. Sunnls, we
are told, even assert that Timur teas an orthodox Sunni\

though he really was a Shi'a" (JASB., p. 204, 1921.)

Also cf . Holden :

" TimQr was of the sect of '

All, a Shi'a. I have not been able

to trace when his descendants assumed the Sunnl faith.

But BBbur declares that (1500) in his time the inhabitants

of Samarqand were all orthodox Sunnl." [The Moghal

Emperors of HindQstan, p. 33.]

2 Munsha' at i Salatln i
'

Usmanl, Vol. 1, p. 131,

F. 5
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Also, his inherited tendency in putting implicit faith in

the tombs of Sufis, and invoking their blessings, is a

practical proof of his Sunni orthodoxy. Of the numerous

instances one is quoted by MirzaHaidar Dughlatfrom
the Zafar Nama as follows :

-,
j^

Amir Husain and Sahib Qiran with all the army,

having marched from that place turned towards

Harar, and in that place came to the blessed tomb

of Khwaja Shamsuddln, and from the sacred soul

of that holy religious personality solicited help and

courage.

The disputed Memoirs and Institutes of Timur are full

of such instances, but the passages which relate to his

visits to the mausoleums of Imam Muhammad Abu Hanifa

and the most revered of saints, Shaikh 'Abdul Qadir

Gilani, are most important, as fixing the particular school

to which he belonged :

Uj! V^f)!^ VsA^jJ Xff&y** j*\ f

1 TSrlkh i Rashldl, B. M. MSS. Or. 157, fol 20a.

2 The Institutes of TimOr, pp. 357-358, ut supra,
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And I ordained that for the support of the

shrines and the tombs of the saints and great reli-

gious personalities, lands should be assigned ; and

carpets, food and light be provided. And for the

shrine of the leader of the saints Shaikh
'

Abdul

Qadir, and for the mausoleum of the great Imam
Abu Hanlfa (May God's mercy be upon him) and

for the sepulchres of other saints, and distinguish-

ed men of the holy religion, who take rest in the

city of Baghdad, for each of them, according

to their ranks, the lands and the villages of

Kerbala and Baghdad and other districts should be

assigned.

Again, he always respectfully mentions the four re-

presentatives of the Prophet (Khulafa i Rashidin) with

equal recognition, and with no invidious distinctions.

Thus, on one occasion when he recovered from serious

illness he said :

I gained health and gave away many horses

and goats in charity ; -and a hundred camels I

gave in honour of the holy Prophet (May peace

and blessings of God be upon him), and fifty more
in honour of the illustrious Khulafa. (Khulafa-i-

Rashidln.)

1 The Malfttz&t i Sfihib Qir&n, C. U. L. MSS., Add. 302, fol. 20a.
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At another place he mentions the first two of them,
and seeks their intercession, a thing which no adherent

to the Shi'a faith would do :

I constantly begged the intercession of the

first two Khulafa and became benevolent to

mankind.

His name ' '

Timur ,

"
according to hisown alleged version

was derived from a verse of the Qur'an, and was given him
His name by a saint, Shaikh Shamsuddln 2 whom

a
devS Timor's parents visited only a week after

of the Qur'an. his birth :

1 Memoirs of TimUr, p. 30.

2 The existence of this saint and Timor's implicit faith in him have

been confirmed by contemporary authorities like the works of

Nizam i Shaml and Sharafuddln 'All Yezdl, but none except Aba
Talib's translation mentions the anecdote of Timor's naming, and
the belief of his parents in the SOfIs, which (as has been shown
on p. 7) is a characteristic feature of the house of Timor : Cf. the

presence of the celebrated Ahrarl at B&bur's 'Agiqa< and his

choosing the name ' Babur ' for the child. Also cf. HumSyOn's
and Akbar's devotion to the saints. The latter named his two
sons Sallm and DaniySl after the names of the saints. Akbar's
birth had taken place in adverse circumstances and consequently
there appears no saint on the scene. It transpires that the privi-

lege of choosing the name usually belonged to and was exercised

by a high priest, and considered by the Turks to be a good omen.
a TheMalfOzat i Sahib Qiran, B.M. MSS., Add. 16,686, fol. 12b.
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His titles.

My father Amir Taraghay related to me,
" On

the day of thy 'Aqlqa ceremony, I took thee to

Shaikh Shamsuddm. He was at that time recit-

ing this verse of the holy Qur'an :

'

Are you sure
that He who dwelleth in Heaven, will not cause
the earth to swallow you up, and then it shall

shake ?
' The Shaikh then said,

' We have named
your son Timur, in fitting appropriateness with
the word 'Tamur.' "

The various titles of TimQr are the

following :

\ Abul Mansur
Abul Fath

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Sahib Qiran

Khusrau

Amir

6. U*i> Padishah

[Father of a Victor]

[Father of aperture
or victory]

[Lord ofthe conjunc-
tion of Venus and

Jupiter ; or Lord of

the two Ages]

[Name of a celebrat-

ed king Cyrus or

Chosroes]

[A commander ; a

guide of the

%
blind.

]

It is a

vassal term]

[A vassal king]
*

1 QfimQs, p. 453.

2 P. W. Buckler, A New Interpretation of Akbar's Infallibility

Decree of 1579, JRAS., October, 1924, p. 600, n. 3.
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7. ju~ SultSn ... [A ruler of an

independent terri-

tory. It has the

force of an adjective

rather than a noun]

8. J$)f Gurkan or Kur- ... [A son-in-law: usu-

kan. ally a conqueror's

title]

9. ^itfl Abul GhSzl ... [Father of the victor

in a holy war, or,

head of victors in

jihad]

10. cl2 J*S Gitl Sitan ... [Conqueror of the

world]

11. AjufljAtfJ Iskandarul 'Ahd [Alexander of the

Age]
12. cju Khaqan ... [Title of the empe-

ror of China]
r

In addition to these, there are a few others like

'Nasir-i 'ibSdullah' 'Mu'izziaulia'ulteh'; 'hafiz'ibiladullah'

*din panah
' '

jahan panah,'
1

etc., all of which have been

treated as mere adjectives to his name, in being not much
recognised by the public.

i The last two ' din panah' and 'jahan panah,' have been adopted

by subsequent Mughal historians for their sovereigns in India.

Of. Abul Fazl using
' Jahan panah

' for Akbar *.

[Akbar NSma, Vol. 11, P . 123 ]

It is significant that Hum&yun gave the name of
'

din panah' (which

was his own title) to a fort which he got built at Delhi. Of.

[BadaanI, Vol. 1, p. 466.]
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Hia first title 'Abul Mansur' was conferred upon

him by his Pir or spiritual guide: Shaikh Zainuddln

1. Abul Abu Bakr, who wrote to him in one of his

Mansor. letters as follows :

My Pir wrote to me saying, "Abul Mansur

Timur, take in thy hand four things in the admi-

nistration of the state/'

The second Abul Path has a better recognition than

2. Abul the first - He was styled as such by Sultan

Fat'h. Bg Yazld of Turkey in one of his letters as

follows :

3. S a h i b

4. Krau.
6*. Amrr.
6. P&dishah.
7. Sultan.

8. GQrkan.
(Khaqan)

In another letter he is styled as Padi-

shah, Khusrau, Sahib Qiran, SulSn,

and Gurkan:

Of all these titles six entered in the Khutba that

was read in his name at Balkh, Herat, Shiraz,

Baghdad, and other places :

1 Ibid., p. 130.
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yfj

,ju

xJUUXJli.

LdA^
si*

JU v.*Abi.

(tX*.
^

tub*.

^LloJL-Jl Ji

The title of Padishah was, as a matter of fact, form-

ally taken by him on his conquering the various kingdoms

of FSrs, 'Iraq, Khurasan, Egypt, Syria, and India :

1 MalfOzat i Sahib QirSn, fol. 103, ut supra.

2 Ibid., fol. 81.

3 The Institutes of Timur, p. 162, ut supra.
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And in the countries of Persia, Turan, Rum, the

West, Syria, and Hindustan, I became Padishah.

The fifth
" Amir "

is his popular title by which

he is best known in the East. Nearly all the great
chiefs of Central Asia both in and before

his time were distinguished with this title.

He too was commonly known among his people by
this epithet and himself recognised it as his privileged

title:

At this time a person by name Hajl Muhammad
who was among the Turkomans recognised me and

cried out,
" Here is Amir Timur."

I asked them, "Whose brave soldiers are ye?"
They replied,

" We are the servants of Amir Timur,

and wander in search of the Amir and do not

find him." And I said to thdhi, "I too, am, one

of the servants of the Amir. Good it is that I

guide you to the Amir. "

1 TuzOk i Timnrl, attached with Q&bds N&ma, p. 12, ut supra.
2 Ibid., p. 17.

F,6
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The eighth Gurkan (or Kurkan) is a very popular yet

peculiar sort of appellation which has not been satisfactori-

*y exp*aine(* ^y historians. Some attribute

it to his passion for hunting Gur (or wild

ass), while others try to explain it away by referring to

a small village of that name which they say was his birth-

place. There is yet a third interpretation given by a

Persian commentator as follows :

% o

Since Amir Timur had for his wife, the sister of

Amir Husain, he was called Kurkan meaning
'

son-

in-law,' and this appellation remained on him.

The ninth
"
Abul Ghazl " was the outcome of his cam-

paigns against the non-Muslims of India. It was given

9. Abul him by his Plr (spiritual guide) just before

on hjs avowed mission to India.

aw

auJiU* %.j

The tenth meaning
'

conqueror of the world' is a

title given him by his chroniclers both of the contem-

porary and the later periods and confirmed

Sitan. by Shah Jahan's autograph.
s

1 Ibid., p. 11.

2 MalfQzSt i Sahib Qiran, fol. 220, ut supra.

3 A. S. Beveridge, Humaydn Nama, Autograph Note of Shah Jah&n,

p. iii. London, 1902.
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This too, like the above, was conferred upon
him by his court historians who believed him to be

11.
(

Iskan- the right successor of Alexander the
dar ul 'Ahd.

Great, as conqueror of the East and the

West.

This has been already noticed (on p. 39 supra), as

being read in the Khutba. In the East it has ever been

12 Kha an
rec nised as being the exclusive preroga-
tive of the mighty emperor of China. Timur

in his ambition to conquer the East and the West was
resolved to start on a campaign against China to win for

himself this proud title as well. This was perhaps his last

ambition in life which remained unfulfilled, owing to his

death, which overtook him just half way to Chinese

conquest, when he had crossed the river Sihun (Jaxa-

retes) at the head of a large and well-equipped army.
It transpires that he loved this title most, as there is

evidence of his personally asking a historian of his court
to name the history of his conquests, that was just

finished and presented to him, after the title
"
Kha-

qan.'"

It is significant that of all his variegated titles none
is similar to what his successors took in India, e.g.,

His titles Babur's title of Zahiruddln (the Streng-
thener of the faith) > or Humayun's title of

of his succes- hasiruddin (Defender of the faith), or
sors in India. Akbar's title of Jalaluddln (Glory of the

faith), or Jahangir's title of Nuruddin (the Light of the

faith), or Shah Jahan's title of Shihabuddln (Meteor of the

faith), or that of Aurangzeb, Muhiuddln (the Rejuvena-
tor of the faith), and so on. But Abul Fazl and later

historians use them as epithets for their own sove-

reigns.

i Zafar NBraa-i-Khaq&nl, B.M. MSS., Add. 23, 980, fol. 6b.
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The period of Timur has been one of the most glori-

ous epochs in history for the growth of Persian literature

P n r , a n and the nursing of the best poetry. Prof.
Jr 6 r S 1 a n

u

literature in Browne in his notices of Persian poets
Timor's age. and scholars that were contemporary with

Timur has almost exhausted the material available in

that branch.
1 Some prominent figures are the follow-

ing :

Poets Prose-writers

1. Ibn-i-Yamm. 1. Shams-i-Fakhri.

2. Khwaju Kirmam. 2. Mu'lnuddm Yezdi.

3. Salman Sawaji. 3. Shaikh Fakhr-ud-din

Abul 'Abbas Shlrazi.

4. HafizShirazl. 4. Nizamuddln Shaml.

5. Kamal Khujandl. 5. Sharafuddin 'All Yezdi.

6. Maghribi. 6. Sayyid Sharif Jurjanl.

This list shows the extensive field of knowledge which

they covered as historians, philosophers, mystics, and

poets, and the widespread area which they came from.

They exercised enormous influence in Persia, India, and

Turkey, and some of them like Ibn-i-Yamln, Salman, and

Hafiz, are of world-wide fame, whose poetry has made
a great impression upon the West.

Babur led in all five expeditions to India. Of
these the last in which he succeeded in conquering Delhi

1 Persian Literature under Tartar Dominion, Book II, pp. 157-

375.

Note. For detailed information as to these and several others who
were among the chief contributors to the Persian literature

of the TimQrid period, one could do no better than read

through the pages of Prof. Browne's History of Persian

Literature under Tartar Dominion [Chapters IV and VI ].
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was the most important. It was in imitation of Timur 1

Babur set his that Babur had set his foot on the soil of
foot on the soil India, and entered Delhi as a Conqueror,
pi India in

imitation of
TimQr.

Whatever credit may be due to Babur for his con-

quering Hindustan and establishing an empire, yet inas-

H um ay on much as it had no solidarity and was soon
notBabur the afterwards so completely wrecked by
builder of the _ __, ~_ . , .

Mughal em- Sher Shah Sur the rival claimant to the
plre>

imperial throne that for some years to

come there was no trace of the Mughal dominance left

anywhere in India. Humayun conquered Hindustan

afresh and re-established the Mughal empire which

endured till its overthrow by the English under the East

India Company. It would therefore be quite fair to

accredit the person who rebuilt the empire on its ruins

with the title of the
"
Empire-builder

" v

as distinct

from the
'

Founder '
or the 'Conqueror

' which may right-

ly belong to his predecessors.

i TimQr, after the subjugation of Delhi and his triumphant entry

into the city, with the title of Padishah fully confirmed and his

name read in the Khutba, had left India to subdue Ba Yazld, the

Ottoman Sultan, who being defeated and humbled died a captive

in his camp.
2 Cf . Rushbrook Williams' Babur : An Empire-builder of the 16th

Century.
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Persian, which was not the native tongue either of the
Turks or of the Mongols but, only an acquired language,

had, in the course of time, become so

ei^T
r

to
la

Turks. very Popular among the Turkish and the

Mongol races, during their stay in Central

Asia, that it was freely used by the Princes of the house
of Timur even in superseission of their own native

tongue -the Turki dialect. Timur's descendants of the
line of Babur played an important part in the establish-

ment and adoption of Persian as their own literary tongue,
as also their sole medium of expression on all public and
private occasions.

l As a consequence thereof the

Turki dialect fell rapidly from popularity at court, and
was completely lost sight of even as early as the reign of

Humayun whose own father had, on the contrary, made
a strenuous effort to keep up the prestige of his native
dialect shoulder to shoulder with the acknowledged
Persian. His partiality for Turki was but natural.

He was fresh from Turkistan, and his connection
with India began only towards the close of his career

and was the result of anti-Persian feeling among the

Mughals.
He was the Igist point of connection between Turki

and Persian and a singular exception to the almost

Vide supra, p. 1 ; Maulana HusSm! Qarakoli's Persian verse

commemorating Babur's birth. Also cf. pp. 5068 and chapters
under HumayQn and Akbar.

46
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recognised practice of the literati of his time in leaving

his Memoirs in Turki dialect.
'

As has already been described 'Umar
'Umar Shaikh's Shaikh together with his wife had consi-

scholastic influ- n , , . . , -, -i
enceonBabur. derable influence in moulding Babur s

literary taste.

The chief books which the Shaikh took pleasure in

reading were the following :

2

1. TheQur'an.
2. The Masnavi of Maulana Jalaluddln Ruml.

3. The Shah Nama of Firdausi.

4. The Quintets of Nizami and Khusrau.

The second is the main work on Sufism, which of the

two great sections in Islam, the Sunnls alone uphold and

. .. . revere.
" He was a Muslim of the Hanafi

His religion. _
school, adhering to the doctrines of Imam

Muhammad Abu Hanifa, and pure in the faith, not

neglecting the five prayers."
;

This prevailing spirit had considerable influence on

the development of Babur's taste.

In the traditional fashion of his ancestor Timur, Babur

received no systematic education except that provided him

by nature, or what he could receive from
early his Parents and other scholars of the time

in his frequent associations with them.

1 It seems highly probable that Babur had a definite dislike of

Persian on account of political associations, but his son and grand-

sons were of just opposite temperaments. They retained a know-

ledge of colloquial Turki and adopted Persian as their official and

literary language. There were, no doubt, political reasons at the

back of their choice owing to their Persian followers, as also the

existing literary atmosphere in India.

2 Beveridge, Memoirs of Babur, p. 15.

3 Ibid.
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His school days were, of needs, spent at home, and in the

nomadic and ambitious adventures with the only oppor-

tunity of learning his lessons from time and experience.

His tutors, that could be traced to his youngest days,

were, four prominent individuals coming
His tutors (or next to his parents in shaping his eharac-

ter and literary taste. They were :

1. Shaikh Mazld 1

2. KhudaiBirdf
3. BabaQuli,

3 and

4. Maulana
'

Abdullah, surnamed Khwaja Maulana

Qazl.

The last-named, who is described by Babur in some

detail, traces his lineage from ancestors renowned for

their piety and learning.

His favourite readings were, in his an-

study. cestral fashion and taste, the following :

1. The Qur'an
8

2. Sa'di's Rose-gardens"

3. Firdausi's Shah Nama 7

4. Nizaml's and Khusrau's quintets
8

5. Sharafuddin
'

All Yezdi's Zafar Nama"
6. Abu 'Umar Minhaj-al-Jauzjanl's Tabaqat-i-

Nasirl.
10

1 Memoirs of B&bur, p. 27.

2 Ibid., p. 53.

3 Ibid., p. 27.

4 Ibid., p. 89.

5 Ibid., p. 425.

6 Bftbur Nftma, fols. 121 ; 169 ; 259b.

7 Ibid,, fol. 314b.

8 Ibid., fols. 25 ; 348b ; 2826.

Ibid., fol. 291b.

10 Memoirs of Babur, p. 479.
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Although he wrote and left his principal work, the

Autobiography, in Turki and not in the accepted literary

His grasp of
medium, Persian, a point in his conduct

Persian, Arab- generally ignored by historians in their
ic, and Turki.

judgment of his reiation with Persia, he
was sufficiently learned to be an accomplished poet
in Persian. The extent of his knowledge in Arabic
cannot be fixed with any degree of precision, although
there is internal evidence to the effect that he not

only understood it correctly but had also a refined taste

for same. There are many verses of his in the Turki
Dlwan 1

interspersed with Arabic phrases and quota-
tions from the Qur'an. In his Memoirs too, he fre-

quently used Arabic phrases, proverbs, and verses from
the Qur'an, just to suit the occasion and purpose of his

requirements.

While his Memoirs written in prose furnish evidence
of his mastery, not only as a writer but also as a historian,

over the language of his native country, his verses in the

Turki Dlwan bear testimony to his poetic vein, and es-

tablish him as a poet.

"In Persian, the language of culture the
Latin of Central Asia he was an accomplished
poet ; and in his native Turki, he was master
of a pure and unaffected style alike in prose and
verse.'"

"His autobiography is fit to rank with the Me-
moirs of Gibbon and Newton. In Asia it stands

alone."
3

1 Sir E. Denison Ross, Facsimile of DlwBn-i-Bsbur Padishah, Plate 6,

JASB., 1910.

2 Lane Poole, B&bur, p. 10.

a Beveridge, Calcutta Review, 1879,

F, 7
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He composed his metrical versions under the pen-name
Babur.

1 The bulk of his poetry has a touch of Sufism,

His pen-
an<* eman&tes *rom beliefs kindred to those

name and na- cherished by his father. The ideas expressed
ture o poetry. y^^ are mostiy drawn from the mystical

teachings of Sa'dl, Hafiz, and his own contemporary Jaml.

In Persian, more particularly, his verses in elegance, style,

and originality, are quite up to the level of those of the

average Persian mystic poets. It is worth while to repro-

duce, here by way of sample some of his hybrid poetry

from the Rampur codex, and his Memoirs.

On the eve of the battle of Panipat, when his

anxiety was great, due to facing a foreign people to whose

customs, language, and mentality, he was quite a stranger,

he recited off-hand a Persian verse which he composed
on the spot, portraying the picture of his foe and his own
anxious thought :

Our disturbed band with a disturbed mind,
In the midst of a people quite unfamiliar.

i Cf. his Turki verse in the Dlwan :

It also supports tjie contention why the correct form is Babur and

not Babar. Also cf. the rhymed chronogram
"
p\* ^ % "

[Babur

NSma, fol. 135a] ; and a Persian verse by a contemporary poet :

j|u xu

2 Babur NSma, fol. 264.
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With the simplicity of style and the language it is a

specimen of rhetorical expression, embracing the beauties

of three distinct figures of speech.
l

On another occasion when the formidable fort

of Chandlri was conquered, he composed off-hand a

chronogram with a play on the word 'chand' and

'harb':

For a while the place
'

Chandir!
'

was,

Paganful and polluted was the seat of the

hostile camp,

By fighting I conquered its fort,

The date was found in
"
Path i Dar-ul-harb."

A similar instance of his ready wit is to be found in

a Turki verse of his composed in reply to Khwaja Kalan's

Persian verse. When the Khwaja disgusted with his pro-

longed stay in India took leave to go back to Cabul, he

had inscribed before departure the following couplet on

a wall in Delhi :

The figures contained in it are ytfll' *&*)*' and 'jA&Jtatefj*', which

were favourite with the poets of the middle and the later ages.

Farishta, p. 390, ut supra.

. BaburNBma, fol 355a gives the first hemistich as follows:

***** ft*. #>*+ *,

This is evidently a misprint being both out of metre and

without sense.

B&bur NSma, fol. 296a.
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If safe and sound I cross the Sind,

My face be blackened if I desire for Hind.

"It was," says Babur, "ill-mannered in him

(Khwaja Kalan) to compose and write up this

partly jesting verse while I stayed in Hind. If

his departure caused me one vexation, such a

jest doubled it. I composed the following off-

hand verse, wrote it down, and sent it to

him":-

Babur, give a hundred thanks that the Merciful,

the Forgiver,

Has given thee Sind and Hind and widespread

kingdom,

If thou canst stand their heats,

If thou sayest, "let me see the cold region/'

there lies Ghazni.

Another instance of Babur's off-hand Persian poetry
is to be found in the following :

"Qlandar, the footman," says Babur, "was
sent to Nizam Khan in Biana with royal letters of

promise and threat; with these was sent also the

following little off-hand verse
"

:

Ibid.
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VA&*
eJy>

b l

Do not fall out with the Turk, Mir of Bayana,
The skill and bravery of the Turk are known ;

If thou dost not repair soon and listen to advice,

That which is evident what need is there to

describe?

On several occasions he quoted from other poets also

whose verses he could fittingly recall to memory. One
such instance is noticed in his speech to his rank and

file, before giving battle to Rana Sanga, when he appears

to have recited the following verses to spur the zeal of

his soldiers on to action :

aw

*AW

When the life from the body is perforce to depart,

Better is that it should quit with honour ;

This is the end of the world, and it is all,

That a name after death should survive the

individual.

Of his mystical poetry which seejns to be the net

result of the primary influence of his father's beliefs,

he being a constant reader of the great mystic Jalaluddm

Ruml's Masnawl, the following quatrains may be quoted:

1 Ibid., fol. 298a.

2 Bad&Qnl, Vol. II, p. 340. Calcutta, 1869.
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pL6
JU|

We have wasted our lives in the vain pursuit of

the astrayed heart,

We are ashamed before the godly people in

consequence of our misdeeds ;

Cast a look at the sincere broken-hearted, for we,

Have lived for the Khwaja, and are slaves to

the Khwaja.

Thy sincerity and faith have shone bright,

Thy ways and manners laid plain,

When the obstacle remained not (between our

meeting) soon get up and start,

To thy heart's content thy training (i.e., spiritual

teaching) is appointed.

1 Dlwan-i-Babur (PSdishah, p. 16, ut supra.

2 Reference to Khwaja
' Ubaidullah Ahrarl, one of the greatest

SQfis of the age (dead at this time) for whom Babur had a deep
veneration.

3 DlwSn-i-Babur Padishah, p. 22, ut supra.

Note. This speech is by way of reply put into the mouth of the

supposed beloved, the Khwaja, to whom an appeal had

been previously made.
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Farishta mentions his name with respect, and says
that he wrote poetry both in Turki and Persian. The

following is a beautiful verse representing him in his

liberal vein of a poet and a typical lover of life ;

The new year, the spring, the wine, and the

beloved, are pleasing,

Enjoy them Babur, for the world is not to be

had a second time.

Here, there ia an evidence of his composing poetry

after the metre and rhyme of Khwaja Hafiz's ode of

which the first line runs as follows :

vSSO Ou*JU

1 Farishta, Vol. 1, p. 394.

2 Dlwan i Hafiz, p. 18. Calcutta.

Note. -It might be observed that in composing this verse he was

very probably thinking of ' Umar Khayyam's following quat-

rain, in the second line of which exactly the same idea is

expressed :

3V

In great desire I pressed my lip to the jar,

To inquire from it how long life might be attained ;

It joined its lip to mine and whispered,
" Drink wine, for to this world thou returnest not."

[E. H. Allen, Ruba'iyat-i-'Umar Khayyam, p. 219.

London, 1891. J
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The ocean of love is an ocean which has no shore,
No other course is open but that they should

surrender their lives there.

It may be mentioned here that in his metrical version

of Khwaja
'

Ubaidullah Ahrarl's Walidayya Risala
1

he has

used the same metre in which Jaml wrote his poem
entitled 'Subhatul Abrar."

Babur was a fluent Persian speaker and used Persian in

India in his private talks of which one is reproduced here

* sample : The occasion is that when
Babur and

his officers us- one of his officers by name Khalifa showed

thlir

Pe
prfvate

alarm at the defeat of a section of troops
talks. near Lucknow, to him Babur spoke thus :

There is no ground for anxiety and alarm ; no-

thing other than what is ordained by God would

accrue. When this task is before us, not a breath

should be indulged in such talks. And tomorrow
we shall bring pressure on the fort. After that

whatever makes its face we shall see.

1 The Parental Treatise ' written in Persian by Khwaja
' Ubai-

dullah Ahrarl at his father's request: whence the title. The

subject-matter is the sayings and deeds of the great Softs.

2 Memoirs of Babur, p. 620.

3 Babur NSma, fol. 334a,
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His Turk officers too who accompanied him to India

employed Persian in their private conversations, as noticed
below :

"While we were at the border of the spring,"
says Babur,

"
Tardl Beg said again and again ":

Since we have enjoyed the beauty of the place,
a name ought to be settled for it.

Babur also recalled certain proverbial verses and
maxims which he used with appropriateness fitting in

with the occasion. Once when he escaped the effects of
the poison served in his dish through the device of Ibra-

him's mother, he said :

An evil had arrived but passed off peacefully.

At another place he said :

To die with friends is a nuptial.

His courtiers too were in the same habit, as is noticed

in Baqi Beg's discourse with Babur :

1
Ibid., fol. 328a.

2
Ibid., fol. 306b.

3
Ibid., fol. 194b.

4
Ibid., fol. 121a.

F. 8
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Ten dervishes can sleep under one blanket but

two kings cannot find room in one clime.

He further quoted the lines :

If a man of God eat half a loaf,

He gives the other half to a dervish

Let a king grip the rule of a clime,

He dreams of another to grip.



CHAPTER IV

On his entry into Hindustan, though quite a stranger
to the language of the Indians and utterly contemptuous

His know-
of tlieir customs > yet he could not wholly es-

ledge of Hindr cape the influence of the Indian tongue and
civilisation. What is most striking is that

ture with Tur- Hindi vocabulary to which he professed com-

plete ignorance till before the battle of

PSnlpat, saying :

"
Our affair was with a foreign tribe and people;

none knew their tongue, nor did they know ours,"
'

so much influenced him within a short space of time

that he learnt hundreds of Hindi and Urdu words which
he freely used in his Memoirs. A few of the many that

he carefully retained in his memory are reproduced below
from his Turki autobiography :

- by -

Strangely enough he did not stop at this interpolation

alone but went a step further in using Urdu words with

purely Urdu verb in a Turki metrical com-

in^ance
Uri

of
Psition f a fact which confirms the previous

Urdu verse. existence of the Urdu language in howsoever

crude a form, as a spoken private tongue of

i Memoirs of Babur, pp. 469-470 [Cf. the original Turki text ] :
-

f
-

69
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the common folk. It was not, however, till before the reign

of Shah Jahan that it received its polish and the universal

recognition of the literate people who did not think it

then derogatory to use it in their private correspondence.

Within the next thirty years that followed its popularity

as a language of culture became so great that it grappled

with Persian which tottering before its new rival of hybrid

birth soon lost its ground of official favour. The verse

referred to is reproduced below :

|yD
ft* U^X) 1

Sir Denison Ross's remark about this verse is worth

quoting here from his published facsimile of Babur's

Dlwan. He says :

"
I will not Discuss here the matter and manner

of these poems, as I hope on a future occasion to

publish an English translation of the contents of

this little book : 1 cannot, however, refrain from

calling attention now to what is perhaps the most

curious verse in the collection, namely, which

occurs on page 20 of the text. Here we have the

uncommon combination of TurkI and Urdu in one

and the same line/'
2

An Urdu ^ st^ more significant instance of Urdu
verse compos- is to be found in the following verse that was
ed and recited , -. ., j ,

before Babur conjposed and recited by a commoner
on the battle- before Babur to commemorate his victory on
field oi Ptinl- , , /. i

- - -r*

pat. the battlefield of Panlpat :

1 Dlwfcn-i-Babur Padishah, Plate XVII, ut supra.

2 Introduction to Dlwan-i-Babur Padishah, p. iv.
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U
;
X

V'

The army of Sultan Ibrahim, though limitless,

yet many of the soldiers and nobles were heart-

less and grieved. In short,*between the two kings

at sunrise a big battle ensued . . . Having cut off

his (Ibrahim's) head they brought it before Babur

Padishah. A man who was present on the battle-

field recited this verse :

Nine hundred, thirty-two years were above it,

At Panlpat-the land of Bharat (India)

Eighth Rajab -Friday,

Babur won ; Brahim vanquished.

There are other instances too of Urdu phrases being

used in literary compositions in the
%
time of Sikandar

Lodl, as is clearly noticeable in the works of Kabir, Sik-

andar's contemporary.

i
l

Abdullah-T&rlkh i Da'UdI, fol. 63b ; Or. 197, B. M.
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Also certain words were in vogue in a period much
prior to this, in the time of Muhammad Tughlaq, may

Persian and
^e trace^ m ^e historical records of Ibn-i-

Hindi words Batuta. Nothing looks more strange than

BJftitaf

lbn"i"
Batata's succumbing to this influence. He
was a resident of Tanja where pure Arabic

was current, and no influence of Hindi or Persian could

have worked. Nevertheless, in his book of travels one

meets with many such words, no doubt as a result of his

contact with the Indians. A list of 40 words taken at ran-

dom is subjoined here by way of sample :

*

Kotwall

Samusa

'Anba y

Mahwa

Kishn (Khichri)

Gusa'ln

Mandl

Piyada

RibSl (Rai Bel)

Kh ar m qa

(Khurram-

gah)

Bargah

Saracha

Galvanl (Gal-

lah Ban)

Jakar (Chakar)

Bud Khana

(But Khana)

Shalbaf

Qatara'Katara)

Jokiya (Jogl)

Saha (Sahokar)

Khonja (Khw-

ancha)

B ah i n s ar

(Bhansar)

S h a'u s h

(Cha'ush)

Nllam

Katkar (Kat-

ghar)

Martaban

5 Tattu
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Qul'IstBn (Gul-

istan)

Shatar (Chatar)

Bura(BhurS)

Parda-darya

Surug duwar

Hur Nasab

NaKhuda

Sin

Dol(Doli)

Dola

Jotrl (Chaudhri)

P a r w 5 n a

(Official let-

ter)

Dardhl (Deor-

hl)

)V Kahar

Prom this list it may be seen how at that time Persian

and Hindi words got mixed together and were so profusely

current on the lips of the people at large that even a

foreigner could not escape using them.

Urdu language in its crude form could be traced as

early as the 4th Century A.H. With the advent of

Mahmud of Ghaznl came fresh bands of

Persians and Turks who were strangers to

age in the 4th the current Prakrits of Upper Hindustan.
Century A.H. _, -

. . -
, . , . ,.

Their regular and sustained association

at the court with the Hindus furnished ample ground for

a free mixture of Turki and Persian with Hindi and

Other Prakrits, current in the Provinces of Sindh, Gujarat,
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and the Punjab. An instance of this novel but graceful

blending of Persian with. Hindi may be
Manochahri's quoted from the works of the famous

Verse"
e 11

Persian poet, Manuchahrl, who was in India

at the court of Sultan Mas'ud Mahmud's
second son and successor. He says in a qaslda, which is

preserved in his poetic collections as follows :

A similar Hakim Sana'l also who flourished a

verse of century later, says :

Hakim Sana'l.

After Manuchahrl, two other distinguished poets of

the later Ghaznavid period, Mas'ud Sa'd-i-Salman, and

Hindi diwans AbQ '

Abdullah AlankatI, who were born

of Mas'adSa'd- and bred In India,
2
are said to have compos-

Abn ' Abdullah ed separate diwans in Hindustani language,
Alankati. besides a good many poems in mixed Hindi

and Persian, which are now not extant. But the fact

remains that they were. masters of three different lan-

guages, Arabic, Persian, and Hindustani and left their

works in Hindi, as cited by reliable authorities like Mu-

hammad Aufi and several other Persian and Indian bio-

graphers.

The word '^U' meaning
' fast '

is not Persian, but is the original

of the word fr&a which is derived '

U^ftl
'

(to skip). The sound

' rf ' as a unit is not found in the Persian alphabets and is

essentially Hindi.

Mas'Od was born at Lahore in 440 A.H., and stayed during the

early part of his life at the court of Saifuddln MahmQd, who
had been appointed Viceroy of India by his father Sultan Ibra-

him, ruler of Ghaznl, in 469 A.H,
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As time went on, relations between the Hindus and
the Muslims became closer every day due to the growing

Chand Ko'i a
Mc^ an<* political associations. In 589

Hindi poet 'of A.H., Chand Ko'i, a celebrated Hindi poet

Sy
6

A.H?
n
a and a grandee of the court of Raja PrithwI-

benefactor of rgj of Ajmer, wrote his memorable poem
poery. "prithwiraj Raisa" wherein occurred

several Arabic and Persian words of which some are re-

produced below :

Some of his
'

doharas ' are in plain soft Hindi or Birj

Bhaka which, in the course of time, crystallised itself

into Urdu. A specimen is quoted below :

During the 7th and the 8th centuries of the Hijra,

when Sultan Ghiyasuddln Balban and Muhammad Tughlaq

Shah Sharaf-
and ^^s successors were ruling in Western

uddin Ahmad India, this hybrid combination of Hindi with

Persian gained a new polish, and gradually
kecame more attractive and acceptable to

the people of Hindustan than it had ever

been before. Shah Sharafuddm Ahmad Yahya Munlrl,
a learned Sufi who lived at this age, was a poet of great
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originality, and composed a good many 'doharas
'
in soft

Hindi, which is but Urdu.

His Urdu-
Of ^is Urdu-Hindi works, his famous

Hindi
^'Kaj- poem entitled

*

Kajmandra
'
is preserved at

man ra. ^e India Office Library, London.

Some instances of mixed Hindi-Persian composition

assigned to Amir Khusrau's genius by popular belief are

Amir Khus- t^1086 which have been cited by 5zad,
rau's contribu- Shibll, and others, on the basis of a remote
tion to Urdu. * . Tri . , ,

reference occurring in Khusrau's own state-

ment,
l and that of Taqi Auhadl (author of the

'

Urafat ul
1

Ashiqln')* who visited the court of Jahanglr in 1015 A.H.

Mir Taqi Mir also, in his
"
Nikat ush Shu'ara " states that

Khusrau's Hindi songs were very popular in Delhi up till

Muhammad Shah's reign. Nevertheless, none so far has

appeared to me as deserving of any serious consideration.

The doubtful character of the alleged verses, which

emerge from obscutfd sources, has in most cases been

obvious.

I Of. Ghurrat ul Kamal, Preface :

uv

The work is rare and no copy of it is available in the British Museum
or the India Office Library. The Asifiyya Library, Hyderabad

Deccan, is in possession of one copy which is not very good. The

author came from Persia to India in the reign of Jahanglr, in 1015

A. H., and completed this work here under the patronage of the

emperor*
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A separate collection entitled "Jawahir-i-Khusrawl
"

published from Aligarh in 1916, under the auspices of

the Khusrau committee, is claimed to be

mate oTKtaHh the best earliest specimen of Urdu langu-
rau's Hindi age The collection, as it stands, is un-
Collection en- ~

. , , _ . _
'

.

titled
" Jawa- critical, and has no good evidence, external

or internal, in support of its genuineness.

Examined internally, the refined language

of many of the verses cited therein, the excellence achiev-

ed in diction, the freshness of style and intactness of

words unaffected by Hindi tone and expression, and the per-

fect freedom of language from that crudeness and rigidity

of form which is a characteristic feature of early Urdu,

are some of the reasons against the acceptance of the

assigned work as a genuine composition of Amir Khusrau.

Even so late as in the 10th Century A.H., the language

had not attained that purity which is perceptible in the

alleged verses of Khusrau who flourished in the 7th

Century A.H. A good many wordS, phrases, and expres-

sions, noticed in
"
Jawahir-i-Khusrawl

"
are those which

received their polish only in and after Shah Jahan's

time. Hence, it needs a careful investigation and scru-

tiny to determine Khusrau' s own Hindi poetry and

subsequent unwarranted additions.
*

The utterly uncritical way in which the bulk of
"

Jawahir-i-Khusrawl
" was prepared and passed by

the Khusrau Committee constituted at

Aligarh, makes the work totally unfit for

n," a misno- reference. The compilers have also included

in the volume "Khfiliq "Bart," a popular

treatise intended for beginners. Besides the suspicious

There was one Mir Khusrau, a much later poet, whose Hindi

sonnets have been discovered in a work entitled
".<))&

not yet published.
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character of the language, several expressions used in it

with particular significations were not in vogue prior to

Akbar's or JahSnglr's time. Hence, no instance of

Khusrau's Hindi-Persian composition as quoted by
modern writers could be said to be authentic, and is cate-

gorically dismissed from consideration.

Khusrau's genuine Hindi poetry does not survive.

It isi either hopelessly mixed up with other works or in the

rru ,
course of transmission from generation to

Khusrau's ,. , , . ,

Hindi poetry generation underwent convenient changes
does not sur-

jn the mc(je of expreasion an(J spelling,VIV"

according to the current usage, until it

came to acquire the existing unrecognisable form in which

it is preserved in the works of later writers.

A great incentive to the development and popularity

of Bhaka (or soft Hindi), which is the mother of modern

Urdu, is to be traced in the applausive
Ba

j
a Jai support of RajaJai Chand who was con-

Chand's sup- , c .,? Tri_ TT i

port to Bhaka temporary with Khusrau. He invited cap-

able poets to his court and offered to give

a gold ashrafi for each dohara to any

person who could compose in good Bhaka. This was the

cause not only of turning out many a competitor from

Delhi and its environs but also of creating a permanent

taste for Bhaka among the cultured classes. People held

competitive assemblies known as
"
mushn'ira" which

were the cradle of Urdu poetry. The competitors in

their zeal to excel their opponents created so many
niceties and innovations in the Bhaka itself that a sepa-

rate language altogether was the ultimate result. Their

specimens amply show that the new-born child produced

from the conglomeration of Hindi, Persian, Arabic, and

Turki, speaking from the mouth of Hindi poets and

patronised by the Hindu-Muslim rulers of Hindustan,

must have kept on progressing slowly but steadily, and
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attained considerable strength and power by the time

Babur came to India.

That it had gained fair popularity in the reigns of

Sultan Bahlol and Sultan Sikandar is evident from the

Progress of contemporary literature such as that of

Urdo in the the great religious reformer Guru Nanak,
Lodi period. the founder of the Sikh religion, and the

famous Hindi poet Kabir. In addition to incorporating, in

the time-honoured practice, Arabic and

Persian words in the Punjabi and Hindi

dialects,
l

they have used a number of Urdu

phrases with Urdu grammatical setting in their metrical

compositions. A few of these by way of sample are repro-

duced below :

'

I, r
* ^jbl *j b) w bl to! Uf U' K

* r'; e a u-* *

Cf. the statement by Macauliffe :

u
Hymns are found in Persian, mediaeval Prakrit, Hindi, Marathi,

Old Punjabi, and several local dialects. In several hymns
the Sanskrit and Arabic vocabularies are freely drawn

upon/' [The Sikh Religion, Vol. 1, Preface, p. iii. Oxford,

1909.]
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A most wonderful feat of this age is the accomplish-

ment of 'ghazal' in UrdQ language. There is no

Kabir'sUrda evidence to show that
'

ghazal
' had attained

'ghazal': a such polish and perfection before Sikan-

Stagt
feat

dar's time. Khusrau is believed to have

laid the foundation of lyric poetry, but no

instance of same, save a mixed Hindi-Persian
'

ghazal
' of

doubtful authenticity, is in existence today. While

Kablr's ghazals, of which a specimen is quoted below, are

conclusive and composed in soft Hindi which is but Urdu.

yf
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Kabir's language is most simple throughout as could

be seen in his numerous
'

pahllis
' and poems which stand

higl1 for their Sufistic and moral teachings.

Nearly all his poetry is in plain spoken

language of the people and not in the

literary tongue. Some specimens are as

His
and other

thefr

S

c h i

a
"f

feature.

follows :
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People had even begun to adopt Urdu construction

and words in their names in supersession of Arabic and

Persian, for example, the name '

Ilah Diya
l of a leading

Persian and Arabic scholar of Sikandar's time is an
Urdu-Arabic compound with a pure Urdu construction.

Another instance of the spoken Urdu about half a

An earlier century earlier, when 'Ala'uddln II was
specimen of ruling at Ahmadabad (143557 A. D.) is as
Urdu. - ..

follows :

j

^ b

The overlined sentence in this passage is noteworthy.
It is a pure Urdu expression almost as good as one could

find anywhere, and was uttered by a celebrated saint

Sayyid Burhanuddln who died at Ahmadabad in 1453 A.D.
After such vivid historical reminiscences there is left hard-

ly a doubt that Urdu had by this time gained a firm hold
on the people and was also among the spoken tongues of

Hindustan since the time of Khusrau, as a result of which
one meets with such instances in the subsequent period
covered by the Tughlaq, the Lodl, and the Mughal rule.

1 Badaunl, Vol. 1, p. 324.

Note." *f!
"

Arabic, meaning "God," and "*^"UrdO Past

Participle of the Verb "
*t*." Ilah Diya, therefore, means

"God-given." [Cf. its Persian equivalent "^A&wUL" or

"ala Ui".]
2 Mir'ati Sikandari, B. M., Add. 26, 277, fol. 147,
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CHAPTER V

The reign of Sikandar Lodl is most important in this

connection as being the chief period in which Hindi and

Literary
Persian grew in intimate relationship with

significance of each other, so that their reciprocal influence

Lodi's ^eignl te& also to a distinction between the Persian
aturningpoint Persian and the Indian Persian. Thoughmthe history ',..,, . ,. . f

of Persian this influence was in operation since long

india
ture m before the coming of the Lodls to power, as

is already noticed in the works of the two

prominent poets, Chandko'l and Shah Sharaf , who flourish-

ed in the 6th and the 8th centuries A. H., respectively,

yet it was not as a matter of fact so perceptible as in the

reign of Sikandar Lodl when the Hindus for the first time

in their history took to reading Persian as an avowed

language of culture, and as a means of getting ranks in

the administration with the golden prospect of falling into

the royal favour if fortune helped.

Sikandar, on his accession to the throne in 1489 A.D.,

attempted to iiistal those of his subjects who possessed the

classical knowledge of Persian, in the responsible offices of

the government. Seeing such a predilection for Persian,

certain sections among the Hindus, particularly the Ka-

yasthas, turned their attention to Muslim lore and made a

vigorous attempt to acquire an appreciable knowledge
of Persian. Farishta writes thus :

Farishta, Vol. I, p. 344.

73
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And the unbelievers took to reading and

writing Persian which was not a practice

among them till that time.

The consequence was that the Hindus and such of the

native Muslims as whose mother-tongue was Hindi, began
to introduce into their language words from Persian and

Arabic. This was a turning point in the history of Per-

sian literature in India, in being in a great measure re-

sponsible for its divergence from the main central unit.

The Hindus as well as the native Muslims shortly deve-

loped such a taste for Persian that their poets frequently

used Persian words in the wake of Bhaka, with the result

that a number of Persian official and legal terms together

with other common colloquial expressions obtained curren-

cy in their mouth in a somewhat different sense from that

in which they were understood in Persia. Many words
coined under local influences also came into vogue, and

gaining the stamp oi currency were admitted even by
prominent writers like Abul Fazl, Badaunl, Farishta, and
Nizam-uddin Ahmad. l

This state of affairs arose chiefly from the lack of

Persian vocabulary in expressing certain local customs
and indigenous products.

To sum up the whole, Persian as it developed in India

evidently under the influence of Indian dialects, was

Summary of
slowly deviating from its centre, the Per-

the causes sian Persian, which in Persia, grew in a to-

- ta y different environment as being con-
tween Persian stantly influenced by Turkish, French,Persian and the A u i T-> . i .

Indian Persian. Arabic, and Russian idiom.
2

Also, the
authors in India never seemed to have felt

the need for recasting their style by a reference to Per-

1 For illustrations refer supra, Chapter VII.
2 For illustrations vide supra, p. 137.
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sia, due perhaps to a sense of par excellence. Very many
words crystallised by usage and accepted by society's

verdict strayed from their original meaning, and were
retained here in a different sense altogether ; while others

becoming obsolete in Persia, being ruled out from time to

time by fresh ones in their stead, under foreign pressure

(chiefly Turkish, Russian, French and Arabic), remained
both inaccessible to and unwished for by the Indian wri-

ters. Even the fresh bands of literate Persians and their

best poets like
'

Urfi, Zuhurl, Talib Amull, Nazlrl, Sa'ib,

and others, on their entry into Hindustan, recognised

such words and incorporated them in their composi-

tions.
T

In short, Babur came to India at a time when the

influence of Hindi over Persian was distinctly beginning
to be felt. Since Sikandar's time nearly all sections of

people in Upper Hindustan, be they Hindus or Muslims,

had taken to studying Persian as their sole literary

tongue.

A curious instance has been mentioned by Babur that

a parrot without being previously taught by any one,

spontaneously uttered two Persian sentences
A parrot which were just to suit the bird's require-

speaking Per- . . ,,.?,
sian. ments on respective occasions. This evident-

ly cannot happen unless it be presumed that

in the house in which she was brought up, Persian was

spoken most of the time and was the common feature of

the household talks. The following incident is quoted

from his Memoirs :

People call it the Kashmir parrot ... It is an

excellent learner of words. We used to think that

whatever a parrot or a 'maina' might say of words,

1 For illustrations vide supra, Chapter VII.
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people had taught it : it could not speak of any
matter out of its own head. At this juncture, one

of my immediate servants, Abul Qasim (Jala'ir)

reported a singular thing to me. A parrot of this

sort whose cage must have been covered up said :

Uncover my face I am stifling.

At another time when palkl bearers sat down
to take breath, this parrot, presumably on hearing

wayfarers pass by, said :

Men have gone past : are you not going on ?

As a result of the policy adopted by Sikandar Lodl

in popularising Persian language throughout his domi-

Persian was nions, the masses consisting both of Hindus
the spoken an(j Mtislims used to speak and think in
tongue of Ibra-

. _ ,__ . . . . .

ten's camp. Persian. Badauni mentions a curious inci-

dent based on his personal experience. In his description

of the battle of Panlpat he observes :

U U

+A* >3j
UAJ

1 Babur NSma, fol. 278.

2 Ibid.

3 Badauni, Vol. 1, p. 335, Calcutta, 1869.
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Pile over pile was formed of the dead, and
the heap which remained exposed became a

morsel of the raven and the kite ; and the space
of two generations has elapsed since that

occurrence to the time of this Muntakhab
(abridged history) that the sound of

'

give
' and

'take,' and 'strike' and 'kill' reaches the

ears of the audience from that plain ; and in

the year 997, the compiler of these pages also,

one morning, while travelling from the city of
Lahore towards Fathepur, happened to cross that

plain, the same frightening sound came to the
ears and the party that bore company thought
that perchance an enemy had appeared. What
I had heard, I saw.



CHAPTER VI

The literary men of the age comprising poets, his-

torians, philosophers, and theologians, who wrote Persian

easily, occupy a long roll, and are alphabe-
Scholars and

tically arranged as follows, with distinctive
men of skill

J fe
/

who were marks of reference against each. They
are chiefly those who have been noticed by
him in his Memoirs, and will be found more

completely dealt with in the works of contemporary

historians like the Habibus-siyar of Khwandamlr ; Tuhfa-

-i-Saml of Prince Sam Mlrza ; and Tazkiratush Shua'raof

Daulat Shah Samarqandl.

I. Asafl [286*] ; Ahl [289* ; 2||].

'Adill [111*]. Atashlt

II. Banna'l [136* ; 286]. Bayani [278*].

Bu Sa'ld [292*].

III. Daulat Shah. GhurbatI [261*].

Gulbadan Begtim.

IV. Hatifl [288* ; 104**]. Hilall [292* ; 55||],

Haidar Mlrza [22*].

Hasan-i-'Ali Jala'ir (or Tufaill) [278* ; 286].

Husainl [256-259]*.
'

Ishrftq Asfahani [7||J.

Jalaluddm Dawwan! [111JJ].

Jami [286* ; 283 ; 507f].

V. Khwaja Kalan [525*]. Khwandamir [605* ; 683].

Khwaja Abul Barakat [137* ; 362^].
Khaksar [448* ; 581]. Kami [290*]._Khwaja Maulana Qazi [89*]._

*
Beveridge, Memoiis of Babur, London, 1921.

||
Riza Quli Khan, Majma'ul Fusaha Tihran, 1295 A.H.

t Badauni, Muntakhab-ut-Tawarikh, Calcutta, 1865.
** Sam Mlrzl Tuhfa-i-SSmI, Or. 648, U. L. C.

U Khwandamlr, Hablbus Siyar, Bombay, 1857.

t Browne, Persian Literature under Tartar Dominion.

11 Muhammad Qasim, Tarikh-i-Farishta, ut supra.
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VI. Mir
'

All Shir NawS'I [271* ; 286 ; 217].
Mulla Husain Wa'iz Kashifi [503f].

Mirza Muhammad Salih [289*].

Mir Khwand [198tt ; 339].

Mir Husain Mu'amma'i [201* ; 288].

Muhammad Talib Mu'amma'i [201*].

Mulla
'

Abdul Ghafur Lari [284*].

Maulana Shihab [605* ; 683].

Mir
'

Ibrahim [605*].

Maulana Mahmud [476*].

Maulana Shaikh Husain [283*].

Mirza Barkhurdar Turkman [viii].

Mulla Zada Mulla
' Usman [284*].

Mir Jamaluddin Muhaddis [284*].

Mulla
'

Ali Jan [448*].

Mir
'

Ala'uddln Mashhadi [285*].

Mir Muhammad Yusuf [285*].

Maulana Sadr [35611].

Mir Murtaz [284*].
*

VII. Qazi Ikhtiyar [285*]. Qasimi [26**].

Shaikh Zainuddin [553-559* ; 688]. Saifi [288*].

Sultan Muzaffar [481*]. Sana'i [862f].

Sam Mirza [83tt]. Sulaiman Shah [31||].

Shaikh
'

Abdul Wajd [621*]. Suhaili [277*; 286].

Shaikhul 'Islam Mulla Saifuddin Ahmad Taf-

tazani [283*].

Shaikh Muhammad Ghaus Gwaliari [539*; 265**].

VIII. Wafa'i [38*]. Wafa'i of Deccan [ 62||].

Yusuf Badi'i [289*].
^

* Beveridge, Memoirs of BBbur, London, 1921.

tt Khwandamlr Hablbus Siyar, Bombay, 1857.

t Browne, Persian Literature under Tartar Dominion.

Rushbrook-Williams, Babur An Empire-builder of the 16th century.

II
Muhammad Qasim, Tarikh-i-Farishta, ut supra.

** Sam MlrzS, Tuhfa-i-SamI, Or. 648, U. L. C.

||
Riza Quli Khan, Majma'ul Fusaha Tihran, 1295 A.H.
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Of the above scholars some who ranked high in his

estimation or subsequently achieved a name as an

author, together with those who interviewed him in

India or were his contemporaries there, are grouped as

follows:

Jam!, Suhaili, Tufaili, Bayanl, Husainl, Fanl, Sulai-

man Shah, Wafa'i of Deccan, Qasimi, Atashi, Maulana

(A) Poets
ShihEb Mir Ibrahim, Ahi, Hilali, Bu Sa'ld,

Banna'I, Hatifl.

HaidarMlrza, Mir Khwand, Khwandamlr, Sam Mlr-

za, Mlrza Barkhurdar Turkman, Mlrza Muhammad Salih,

Daulat Shah Samarqandi, Gulbadan Be-
(B) Histori-

ans. & uiu.

Mulla Saifuddm Ahmad Taftazanl, Jalaluddm Daw-
wanl, Shaikh Muhammad

'

Ghaus Gwaliarl, Shaikh Zain-

uddin, Mulla Zada Mulla 'Usman, Mulla

phSs
Ph
and Husain Wf iz Kashifl, Khwaja Maulana Qazl,

Theologians. Mir Murtaz, Mir Muhammad Yusuf, Qazl

_^
Ikhtiyar, Mir Sta'ullah Mashhadi, Mulla

'

Abdul Ghafur Larl, Mir Jamaluddln Muhaddis, Maulana
Shaikh Husain, Maulana Mahmud.

Sultan 'All Mashhadi, Bihzad, Shah-Mu-

p
(

Sters"
m
anJ

zaffar Shaikhi Nay^ Qul Muhammad, Shah

Musicians. Qull.

A short description of each of these, in the words of

Babur where necessary, is given below :

" The all-surpassing head of the poet-band was
Maulana

'

Abdur Rahman Jaml. He was unrivalled

in his day for esoteric and exoteric

knowledge. Famous indeed are

his poems. The Mulla's dignity it is out of my
power to describe ; it has occurred to me merely to

mention his name and one atom of his excellence,
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as a benediction and good omen for this part
of my humble book." *

So far was Babur's remark about Jaml. His real name
was 'Abdur Rahman and surnames 'Imaduddin and Nur-
uddln. He was born at Jam, a village in Herat, in 817

A.H. , and died in 898 A.H. At his death Mir 'All Shir Nawa'i
had composed a chronogram in Persian which is as follows :

He took the pen-name Jaml for two reasons :

(i) To indicate his connection with Jam, and

(ii) To show that his writings saturated with the wine
of spiritualism :

My birth-place is Jam, and the drop of my
pen, is the draught of the jam,( cup) of Shaykh-
ul-Islam ;

For that reason in the book of my verses, Jaml
is my pen-name to serve the two meanings.

He is recognised as one of the most learned Sufis

and mystic poets of Persia. His works as enumerated
in Tuhfa i Sami* are 47 in number, while Walih DaghistanI

1 Memoirs of Babur, pp. 283, 286. For detailed notice of Jaml,
see Browne, Persian Literature under Tartar Dominion.

2 1

A1I Qull Walih DaghistanI, Riyazush Shu'ara Add. 16, 729, B.M.,

fol. lOOb.

3 < Abdul GhafQr Lin, Commentary on Nafhat, fol. 173a, Or.

218, B. M.
4 Or, 648,fol.93a., U. L. C.

F. 11
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places them at 54 equal to the numerical value of the

letters of his pen-name
'

Jaml.' Some of his best known
works are the following :

Prose

1. Nafhatul ' Uns (or Perfumes of Love) is a

biography of saints. It is an abridged transla-

tion of the Arabic work Tabaqatus Sufiya, and

is most popular among Sufis.

2. Shawahidun Nubuwwat (or Evidences of Pro-

phethood).

3. Baharistan (or Spring-field). A treatise written

in imitation of Sa'dl's Gulistan, but less

successful.

4. Lawa'ih (or flashes of light). A tract in mixed

verse and prose on mystical utterances.

5. Sharhul Lam 'at. A commentary on
'

Iraqi's

metrical version entitled
' Lam 'at/ undertaken

at the desire of Mir
'

All Shir Nawa'l.

6. Sharh i Jami, a commentary on
'

Kafiya,
'

the

famous Arabic grammar of Ibnul Hajib.

Poetry

7. Sab'atul Haq, also called Haft Aurang (or

seven brothers not thrones '), is a collection

i Cf, Browne, "Seven Thrones." Pers. Lit, under Tartar Dom.,
p. 516.

Note the following authoritative statement rejecting Browne's view :
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of seven Masnawis reckoned as next to

Nizami's Khamsa. Of these the most success-

ful is Yusuf-u-Zulaikha.

8. Masnawi Ka'ba composed in praise of the

sacred Harem is considered as one of the

finest works unapproached in poetic excel-

lences.

9. Kulliyat-i-Jaml which includes his Dlwan,

containing
'

ruba
'

iyat
' and

'

ghazals.'

He died at Herat mourned by the whole populace.
Some think that he was the last great poet of Persian

Jumi not as
the last great be the last great mystic poet but not the

?&? last great classical p et of Persia*
tic poet of language. These two statements are
Persian langu- /. j. ,. , . ,

age
6 of distinct significance, and neither

should be confused with the other.

Probably no person whose poetVy displays mysticism
to such an extent with poetic greatness has since come
into existence. Both in his lifetime and after he was
considered as an

'

Arif and a model for Sufi poetry.
Thus writes Muhi-i-Lari, a distinguished pupil of Jala-

luddln Dawwani :

And since these seven masnawls are like seven brothers that have

been blessed with the birth from the back of the father, pen, of Wasta

disposition, and the womb of the mother, inkpot, of Chinese descent, it

is meet that they should be named ' Haft Aurang,' which in old Persian

means seven brothers who are seven stars, [Preface to same, fol. la.

Add. 7770, B. M.]
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If thou art grieved at my discourse,

Hear from the 'Arif of Jam this speech.

Another poet Hashiml Kirman! says :

I may explain the perfections of Nizami,

I may follow in the footsteps of Khusrau and

Jam!,

When the wine of Khusrau came to a finish,

The cup of the wine of love passed to Jam! ;

What coulft be said was carried off by Nizami,

The rest thereof by Khusrau and Jaml.

Jaml's influence in India is perhaps more than that of

any other poet after Sa'dl, Khusrau, and Hsfiz. While

his Sufistic poetry laid hold on the hearts of the

general public, his Arabic commentary on
'

Kafiya,'

commonly called
'

Sharh-i-Mulla Jaml, won the admiration

of the student world, and remained a standard and a

favourite book of study in all the Arabic Institutions

Masnawi FutQhul Haramain, Or. 343, B.M., fol. lOa puts the

verse more clearly as follows :

Jl.^ uJ)U 5! ^ jfc/ * JJU ^^ 3! *>,> f

Masnawi Mazharul Isir Add. 6631, B. M.
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of Upper Hindustan, the Punjab, Bengal, and the

Deccan.

They are mentioned by Babur after Jaml :

" The all-surpassing head of the poet-band was

Mawlana 'Abdur Rahman Jaml. Others were

Shaykham Suhayll and Hasan 'All
and > ,

put a

together ; masnawis of his are also

in existence."
2

"
Hasan 'All of Jala'ir made Tufayli his pen-

name, wrote good odes, and was the master of

this art in his day/"
The author of Majma'ul Fusaha calls Suhaill by the

name of JNizamuddln Ahmad, and says that he had com-

posed two Diwans, one in Persian and the other in

Turki.*
"
Khwaja 'Abdullah Marwarld was another. He

was at first Chief Justice* but later on became

Mirza's favourite household Begs.
ayan "

He was full of accomplishments ; on

the dulcimer he had no equal, and he invented the

shake on the dulcimer ; he wrote in several scripts

most beautifully in the ta'llq ; he composed admir-

able letters, wrote good verse with BayanI for his

pen-name, and was a pleasant companion. Com-

pared with his other accomplishments his verse

ranks low, but he knew what was poetry."
8

1 Memoirs of Babur, p, 286.

2
Ibid., 277.

3
Ibid,, 278.

4 Riza QulT Khan, Majma'ul FusahS, p. 31.

5 Memoirs of Babur, p. 278.
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Sultan Husain Mirza, ruler of Khurasan, Herat, and

Merv, was poetically surnamed Husaini.
l

His reign is

notable for the advancement of culture and

learning. Jam! Mirkhwand, Daulat Shah

Samarqandi, Mulla Husain Wa'iz Kashifi, Mulla Saifuddin

Ahmad Taftazanl, Khwandamir, and many other eminent

scholars flourished at this time and were in some way or

other connected with his court. The great Mir 'All Shir

Nawa'i was one of his court nobles and is chiefly noted for

his munificent encouragement to his learned contempora-
ries who in their turn dedicated some of their works to him
in acknowledgment to his liberal support.

"

"
'All Shir Beg had no match. For as long as verse had

been written in the Turkl tongue, no one has written so

Mir 'All much or so well as he. He wrote six books
Shir Nawa'i. Of poems vmasnawl) five of them answering

i Cf . Browne, Persian Literature under Tartar Dominion, p. 456.

" He wrote good poetry under the nom-de-guerre
* Hasan/ "

This

is an error, for not only the Turki text (fol. 164 b) confirms the

same, but that in his own composition he uses '

Husaim,
'

nut

Hasan, for his pen-name :

[Tuhfa i SamT. fol.ila, Or. 648, UX.C.J
^ A parallel contemporary instance of the like patronage of the men

of letters at an Indian court is to be found in Deccan in the person

of MahmQd GSwan who, in the words of Dr. Rieu,
" was celebra-

ted no less for his literary talent than for his boundless libera-

lities." [Catalogue of Persian MSS. in the British Museum,
Vol. 11, p. 528.J

He perhaps excelled Mir 'Air Shir, since Jami, who happened to be at

his court by mere accident of Herat being his native place, was

apparently not satisfied there and used to send his verses to Deccan

in praise of Mahmud Gawan, in the hope of his acceptance of

them. For verses vide supra, p. 142.
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to the Quitet (Khamsah), the sixth, entitled the Lisanut-

Tayr (Tongue of the birds\ was in the same metre as the

Mantiqut-Tayr (Speech of the birds). He put together

four Dlwans (collection of odes), bearing the names '

Curi-

osities of Childhood,' 'Marvels of Youth,' 'Wonders of

Manhood/ and 'Advantages of Age.' There are good quat-

rains of his also. Some others of his compositions rank

below those mentioned ; amongst them is a collection of

his letters imitating that of Mawlana 'AbdurRahman Jaml,

and aiming at gathering together any letter on any topic he

had ever written to any person. He wrote also the

Mizanul Awzan (scale of measures) on Prosody ; he has made
mistakes in it about the metres of four out of twenty-four

quatrains, while about other measures he has made mis-

takes such as any one who has given attention to prosody

will understand. He put a Persian dlwan together also,

Fanl being his pen-name for Persian verse. Some couplets

in it are not bad but for the most
part

it is flat and poor.

In music also he composed good things some excellent airs

and preludes. No such patron and protector of men of

parts and accomplishments is known nor has one such

been heard of as ever appearing. It was through his

instruction and support that Ustad Qul Muhammad, the

lutanist, Shaykhi, the flautist, and Husayn, the lutanist,

famous performers all, rose to eminence and renown. It was

through his effort and supervision that Ustad Bihzad, and

Shah Muzaffar became so distinguished in painting. Few
are heard of as having helped to lay the good foundation

for future excellence he helped to lay."
l

He died in 1500 A.D., leaving a useful work in Turk!

language entitled
'

Majalisul Nafa'is' [or the Assembly of

Memoirs of Babur, pp. 271-272.
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the elite], which afterwards was translated into Persian

by Fakhrl SultSn Muhammad-bin-i-Amiri under the title

'Lata'if Nama. ' '

Besides this he wrote a treatise on SufIsm

entitled
'

Tazkiratul-AuliyS or the Memoirs of Saints, and
a counter reply to Nizami's Khamsa. Mir

'

All Shir's taste

for Persian poetry and his composed verses have had the

recognition of some of the best poets of the time. Once on
the occasion of Jaml's safe return from Hejaz he composed
a beautiful quatrain welcoming him home and sent it on
to him :

ft

Give justice, ,0 blue sky,

Which of these two walked more beautifully ;

Either thy world-illuminating sun from the side

of Morn,
Or my world-traversing moon from the side of

Eve.

He was Babur's cousin, and ruled in BadakhshSn with

his uncle's consent. He is mentioned here chiefly on

account of his close connection with India.

Shlh.
1 a *m 5n He lhad a fine taste for P etry and composed

verses both in Turkl and Persian. One
of his elegiac quatrains which he wrote on the death of

his son Ibrahim is a good specimen of his composition :

1 Add., 7669, MSS., B. M.
2 Tarikh i Rashldi : fol. 148b, ut supra. Note the suggestivity of the

word JA which is also the name for Syria,
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^Ic^Jo JLJ ^ l

ruby of Badakhshan ! thou went away from it,

Gone like the brilliant sun ;

Like the ring of Solomon thou wast in the world,
Alas ! (that) thou hast slipped away from the

hand of Solomon.

He entered into poetical competitions with the Turkish
Admiral :Sidl 'All Re'ls

*
: who was called by Humayun as"

second Mir 'All Shir." On his throne being usurped by
Shah Rukh Mirza, he repaired to India, and was received

by Akbar with the greatest affection and kindness. He
died at Lahore in 997 A.H.

Sultan Isma'il 'Adil Shah who wrote poetry under the

pen-name
' Wafa'i

' was the son of Yusuf 'Adil Shah of

Deccan. He ascended the throne in 916

Deccan
ai

A.H., and ruled till 941 A.H. He was
Babur's contemporary in India. Some of

his verses are quoted by Riza Qull Khan -in his biogra-

phy of Persian poets.
3

His name was Mirza Qasim Junabadi. He
Qasiml. wrote under the pen-name Qasimi several

Masnawis and poems of which the following

deserve notice :

(i) Shah Nama-i-Mazi, a versified history of Shah

Isma'il Safawl.

1 Majma'ul Fusaha, p. 31.

2 A. Vambery, Travels and Adventures of Sidi 'All Re'Ts, p. 66.

Majma'ul Fusaha, p, 31,

F. 12
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(ii) Shah Nama-i-Nawab-i-A'la, a similar history of

his successor Shah Tahmasp Safawl.

Mirza 'Alauddaula Qazwlnl and Sam Mirza both

mention his name with respect and recognise him as a

great scholar and a poet unrivalled in his day in Masnawl

writing :

_*Av

vAw

Mlrza Qasim who writes under the pen-name
Qasimi is rich and distinguished in knowledge,

understanding
1

, and quick perception ; and is

supreme in prosody and enigma. He is endowed

with many perfections and composes all sorts of

poetry, but in masnawl-writing stands ahead, and

nobody has, in this age written masnawl better

than him.

Mirza 'Alauddaula tells us that while he was on his

way to India, he met Qasimi in his old age in Kashan, and
that the latter wrote a letter to the emperor Akbar

enumerating his poetical works, and gave it to him
to be delivered to his royal addressee. On the same

authority we learn that he was a distinguished mathe-

matician as well a qualification so rarely combined with

poetry :

Tuhfa-i-Sami, fol. 28a, Or. 648, U. L, 0.
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And in Mathematics he is unrivalled

in his age.

His letter in the original is reproduced below to give

an idea of the form of address and the style which was

generally followed in those days and considered as a

merit of writing :

jo

1 Mirza 'Alauddaula QazwinT, Nafa'isul Maj

asir, fol. 79a.

|In private possession ]

2 Ibid.
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Shortly after, he sent all his works to the court of

Akbar and was profusely rewarded by the emperor.

He came to India while quite young and remained here

till his death which took place at Lahore in the year

973 A.H. Badaunl has quoted several

dhfri
ashl Qan"

verses of his of which the following three

are reproduced as truly depicting the

Indian style and the renaissance that poetry was then

undergoing in India :

My tear, in thy separation, has gradually turned

into a sea : behold !

Come sit in tlie boat of my eye and enjoy the

maritime trip.

Be ever ready with dagger in thy waist, sword

in thy hand, and shrink on thy brow ;

Shed blood, adopt tyranny as thy profession, and

be waging war.

&JQ

,0 ,
LA tf l^ rW ^ >!

Badanni, Vol. Ill, p. 180.

ibid.

Ibid , p. 181.
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In the twilight became visible the new moon on the

night of Id,

So that we may run after a cup of rosy red wine.

He was at first an anecdote-writer in Babur's service

but later on installed in the high offices of the govern-
ment. Such a consummate touch of beauty in expression

as his with dainty similes is easily distinguishable in the

works of those who came and settled in India. He was
an ordinary poet when he first came with Babur and was
not even noticed by him, but under the influence of Indian

atmosphere gained a gracefulness which was long
coveted by the poets in Persia.

u
MTr

i
rn ~

These two along with Khwandamir
him and Mau- . , _ .

lana Shihib. interviewed Babur at Agra in September,
1528 A. D.

" Next day waited on me the historian Khwand-

amir, Maulana Shihab, the enigmatist, and Mir

Ibrahim -the harper .... who had all come out

of Herl long before, wishing to wait on me." '

Babur had also, on one occasion, sent a couplet of his

own composition to Shaikh Zainuddln, Mulla Shihab, and

Khwandamir, inviting them all to meet him on the day
of

'

Id festival at Maing in the Sultanpur district :

Shaikh and Mulla Shihab, and Khwandamir, come

all three, or two, or one.
2

They have been cited as poets and praised for varied

accomplishments by Sam Mlrza.
*

Badaunl styles Mulla Shihab as Maulana Shihabuddin

and speaks very highly of his learning. He quotes an

instance of his overcoming once in discussion with the

famous Traditionalist Mir Jamaluddln in Khurasan. He

1 Memoirs of Babur, p. 605.

2
Ibid., p. 683.

3 Tuhfa i SamT, fols. 50; 154a, Or. 648, U. L. C.
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died in India during the reign of Humayun when the

latter was returning from Gujarat in 942 A.H.
' Khwan-

damlr the famous historian found the year of his death in

the most suggestive phrase 'V&Mt*" (Shihabus Saqib).

Ahl
" A good ode-writer and sahib i Dlwan."

2

Hilali:" Correct and graceful though his odes

are, they make little impression.

Hilali.

1 a n
There is a Dlwan of his ; and there

is also the poem (masnavl) in the

Khaflf measure, entitled
'

Shah u darwish.' It is

heard said that Hilali had a very retentive memory
and that he had by heart thirty or forty thousand

couplets, and the greater part of the two quintets
all most useful for the minutiae of prosody and
the art of verse/"
"An unrivalled man was the wrestler Muham-

mad Bu Sa'id
; he was foremost among the wrest-

Bu sa'rd. ^ers ' wrote verse too, composed
themes and airs, one excellent air of

his being in Chargah (four time), and he was plea-

sant company. It is extraordinary that accomplish-
ments as his should be combined with wrestling."

'

R o M n>? He was a native of Herat, and took thisD c* II 11 cl J

pen-name after his father's profession
1

banna ' which means an architect or builder.
"
His odes have grace and ecstacy. He was

very intelligent and quick to learn things. Within

a few months he learnt music and composed sever-

al works. t At such a marvellous achievement all

amazed,
'

All Shir Beg praised him. His musical

1 Badauni, Vol. I, p 342.

2 Memoirs of Babur, p. 289.

3 Ibid., p. 290.

* Ibid., p. 292.
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compositions are perfect. He was
'

All Shir Beg's
rival."

1

'"Abdullah, the masnawl-writer, was from Jam and
was the Mulla's sister's son. Hatifl was his pen-

H it t i f T
name - **e wrote Poems in emulation of

the Two Quintets, and called them Haft

Manzar (seven sights) in imitation of the Haft
Paikar (seven figures). In emulation of the

Sikandar Nama, he composed the Timur Nama.
His most renowned masnawi is Laila and Majnun,
but its reputation is greater than its charm. " a

Sam Mirza assigns him a high rank among poets, and

places him above many of his contemporaries in the art

of Masnawl-writing.
3

ll. Haidar Babur has noticed Haidar Mirza (then only
Mirza DQghlat. a boy of 12)> ag a writer an(j a poet> but not

as a historian, which is bis subsequent qualification :

"Khub Nigar's son was Haidar Mlrza. He has

a hand left in everything, penmanship and paint-

ing . . . Moreover he is a born poet, and in a peti-

tion written to me even his style is not bad." 4

Muhammad Haidar Mirza Gurkan Dughlat Chaghta'i,

the author of the Tarlkh i Rashldl, was born in 1499 A.D.,

and died in 1551 A.D. He was Babur's cousin and re-

mained for some time in his service at Andijan. After

Babur's death he came to India in 946 A.H. (1539 A.D.),

and lived here in the service of Humayun till 958 A.H.

(1551 A.D.), when he was put to death by some rebel

chiefs in Kashmir, of which he was at first appointed

1
Ibid., 286.

2 Memoirs of Babur, p. 288.

3 Tuhfa i Sami, Or. 648, fol. 104a, U. L. C.

4 Memoirs of Babur, p. 22.
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Governor but had subsequently become an independent

ruler during Humayun's exile. His work Tarikh-i-Rashldl

was completed in Kashmir in the year 953 A.H.,
1 and is

divided into two parts :

(i) History of the Khans of the Mongols.

(ii) Memoirs of the author's life and of other Chagh-

ta'i princes.
4

'It is the production of a learned and accom-

plished man . . . and interspersed with geogra-

phical accounts of countries especially to the East

of Mawara-un-Nahr little known in Europe. It

would form a most valuable accompaniment to the

commentaries of Babur which it illuminates in

every page/'
2

Muhammad bin i Khwawand Shah bini Mahmud, com-

monly called Mlrkhwand, was born in 837 A.H. and died

Mtrkhwand at the age f 66 in 903 A 'H ' He is the aU"

and Khwand- thor of a* well-known work Rauzatus Safa
amlr *

which he wrote and dedicated to his pat-

ron Mir 'All Shir Nawa'L It is a universal history of

Prophets, Khulafa, and kings up to the author's time, and

is considered a consummate work as a book of reference.

Khwandamlr was his grandson. His full name was

Ghiyasuddin bin i Humamuddm surnamed Khwandamlr.

He is the author of Habibus-Siyar which like that of his

grandfather's is a general history from the earliest

times down to his own. He was born in Herat in 880 A.H.

and died in Gujarat (India) in 941 A.H. Besides Hablbus-

Siyar, which he undertook at the desire of Ghiyauddaulah
Amir Muhammad al Husaini

3

(a person much interested

in history), and completed at the encouragement given

i Tflrrkh i RashidT, fol. 96b, Or. 157, B.M.
* Erskine, Babur and HumayQn, Vol. I, p. 192.

s Hablbus-Siyar, Preface p. 3, Tihran, 1270 A.H.
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by the governor of the town Khwaja Habibullah,
l
after

whose name the book is called, he is the author of the

following works :

1. Dasturul wuzara [ Code for Ministers ]

2. Ma'asirul Muluk [ Deeds of Kings ]

3. Makarim i Akhlaq [ High Morals ]

4. Muntakhab i Tarikh i Wassaf [Selections from the

History of Wassaf]
5. Akhbarul Akhyar [ News of the Pious ]

6. Khulasatul Akhbar [ Summary of Events Y
7. Qanun i Humayuni.

s

[Laws of Humayun].

The last which is a versified history of Humayun'0
administration was composed in India between 927 A.H.

and 985 A.H., when the author was living under that em-

peror. He came to India in 934 A.H. and was favourably

received by Babur. After the latter's death he attached

himself to the emperor Humayun.
He was the son of Shah Isma'll Safawl. Having re-

belled against the lawful authority of his brother, Shah

Tahmasp, was thrown into prison, and

Sam Mirza. subsequently put to death in 984 A.H. He
is the author of a biographical work entitled

Tuhfa i Saml which was completed in 968 A.H. 4
It is

divided into the following Sahlfas (or sections) :

1. Shah Isma'll and contemporary rulers.

2. Sayyids and the learned.

1 Ibid., p. 4.

2 Hablbus-Siyar, p. 4, Bombay edition, 1852.

3 Elliot, History of India, Vol. IV, p. 143, London, 1872.

[Note. - This work is mentioned by Abul Fazl as HumSyQn

Nama.]

^ Tuhfa i Saml, fol. 213a. Or. 648, U. L. a
F. 13
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3. Other respectable men who though not poets, did

occasionally write poetry.

4. Vazirs and authors.

5. First-rate poets and learned men.

6. Poets of Turkish race.

7. Other common writers.

The work is rare and in subject-matter similar to

Daulat Shah's Tazkiratush Shu'ra. It gives almost all the

contemporary poets cited by Babur in his autobiography.
He also possessed a fine poetic taste. A beautiful verse

of his, which vies in elegance with that of any of the best

poets of Persian language is quoted from his compositions

as follows :

r*

The product of my life I sacrificed at the path of

a beloved,

I am glad of my life that I performed a deed.

Mirza Bar- He is the author of a rare work " Ahsanut

m
h
an
rdr Turk~

TawSrlkh,
' '

also called
'

Ahsanus Siyar.
'

" The only copy known to me is the imper-
fectone in the library of Sahib Zada

'

Abdus
Samad Khan of Rampur, which recounts

in great detail the relations between Babur
and Shah Ismail, to whom the book was
dedicated. The book is noteworthy be-

cause the author is a Shi 'a who wrote

with the professed object of correcting

i Tuhfai garni, Or. 648, fol. 211a, U.L.C.
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Hablbus-Siyar. The book was finished in

937 A.H. 1

"His odes are tasty but better flavoured than

Mirza Mu
C rrGCt - There is a Turkl verse <>f his also,

hammld Saiih."
not badly written. He went to Shaibak Khan
later on and found complete favour . . .

" 2

He is the author of a versified history of Babur 's great
antagonist Shaibani Khan entitled

"
Shaibanl Nama."

It is in Turkl language and is therefore out of present
consideration. Babur's opinion about it is that "It is

feeble and flat.
" 3

Daulat Shah bin-i-'Alaud-daulah Bakhtishah Samar-
qandl is the author of a well-known biographical work

entitled
"
Tazkiratush Shu'ara" (or the lives

Sanfarqandf
of Pet). It is dedicated like Mirkhwand's
Rauzatus Safa to Mir

'

Ali Shir Nawa'l. He
had also good taste for poetry and composed verses both in

Persian and Turkl. Like his patron he was a Turk but un-
like him he decided in favour of the*more polished Persian,
to be the literary medium, and left his principal work in

that and not in Turkl. Besides him there were many
other poets of Turkish descent like Maulana 5hi,

"

Tufailf

Wafal," etc., who composed chiefly in Persian, and are

famous as Persian poets.
7

'. The Turkl dialect with a very
few exceptions like Mir *Ali Shir Nawa'l and Babur, had
not attained the recognition of the cultured classes as a

literary medium. This is why Daulat Shah wrote in

i Rushbrook-Williams, An Empire-builder of the 16th Century,

Preface, p. viii.
*

* Memoirs of Babur, p. 289.

3 Ibid.

4 Sam Mtrza Tuhfa-i-S5mT, Or. 648 fol. 195a., U.L.C.
B

Ibid., fol. 196 a.

e Ibid., fol. 200a.

7 Ibid. ; also, Babur's Memoirs, pp. 290, 278, and 38.
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Persian. The work is at places inaccurate in dates which

shows that the author relied more on hearsay evidence

and did not revise or collate it with other existing histori-

cal material. But for this slight carelessness, the work

is admirable in its notices of Persian poets from the

beginning to the author's time. The poetical extracts

produced from their works as specimens of their composi-

tion throw much light on the refined poetic taste of the

author himself. Incidentally the work furnishes a his-

torical record of the sovereigns in whose reigns the poets

flourished. The work was completed in 892 A.H.,
1

eight

years before the death of the author. A good text was

published under the editorship of Prof. Browne in 1901.

Daughter of Babur, born in 929 A.H., and died at

the advanced age of 82, in 1011 A.H. She wrote

down certain events of Babur and Huma-

g n!

badan Be"

yfln in a work entitled
"
Humayun Nama,

"

at the request of Akbar. At her father's

death which took place in 937 A.H., she was only eight

years old, and consequently did not make much attempt

to write about him. It is not a history in its proper sense

but a record of domestic events of the royal houses, and

hence of unique value as a supplement to other existing

contemporary histories of the reigns of Babur and Huma-

yun.
8

Dawlat Shah, Tadkiratush Shu'ra, title-page. Edited by Prof.

Browne, London, 1901.

The Manuscript which had long been given up for lost was unearth-

ed by the industry and zeal of Mrs. Beveridge who also fully

translated it into English, and added useful notes and appendices.

It is a happy recollection that the work of a woman in the East

was discovered and edited by a woman in the West, It was printed

and published for the first time in 1902 under the patronage of

the Royal Asiatic Society.
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Shaykhul Islam Saifuddin Ahmad was of the

line of that Mulla Sa'duddm (Mas'ud) Taftazanl

Mulla Saif-
w^ose descendants from his time

uddm Ahmad downwards have given the Shaykhul
TaftSzam T ._ , T>r ,Islam to Khurasan. He was a very
learned man admirably versed in the Arabian

sciences and the traditions, most God-fearing and

orthodox. Himself a Shaft 'I,

' he was tolerant of

all the sects. People say he never once in 70 years
omitted the congregational prayer. He was martyr-
ed when Shah Isma'll took Hen (916 A.H.* ; there

now remains no man of his honoured line.
1 ' 2

He is styled by Sam Mirza as second Aristotle and
Plato of Greece.

3 He was undoubtedly one

Dawwam.
dm'

* *^e greatest philosophers of the age and
wrote several standard works some of which

are the following :

1. Akhlaq-i-Jalali [The Ethics of Jalaluddin].

Its basis is a much earlier work known as Kitabut

Taharat written in Arabic language by Abu
'

Ali-

bin-i-Muhammad ibn-i-Miskvaih. It was first

translated into Persian by Nasiruddm Tusi at the

request of the governor of Kuhistan : Nasiruddm
Muhtashim : after whose name it was subsequent-

ly called. Two and a half centuries later Jalal-

uddin Dawwani prepared a new edition with the

help of these two predecessor works under the

title *'Akhlaq-i-JalalL"

His other works are summed up as follows :

1 This is one of the four principal schools of thought in Islam known

as (i) Hanafi ; (ii) Hunball ; (iii) MalikI ; and (iv) Sh&fi'l.

2 Memoirs of Babur, p. 283.

3 Tuhfa i Samt, fol. 52a, ut supra.
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2. Sharh-i-Haikal.

3. Isbat-i-Wajib [On the Existence of God] .

4. Risala-i-Zaura [On Suflsm].

5. Hashiya-i-Shamsiya.

6. Sharh-i-' Aqa'id.

7. Marginal notes on Sharh-i-Tajrld,

He died according to Hajl Khalfa in 908 A.H.

Shaykh Muhammad Ghaus, a darwish-

Muh^animad l^e man (was) not only very learned but
Ghaus Gwaliari. (had) a large following of students and

disciples."
1 He was a descendant of the famous saint

Shaikh Ba Yazid of Bistam, and a regular disciple of two

great Sufis Shaikh Zuhur and Hajl Hamiduddln. In his

youth he spent 12 years of his life in asceticism in the

jungle lying at the foot of the Chunar hills, and was ever

afterwards held in great veneration by the people of

Hindustan. During the disturbances that arose through

the invasions of Shir 'Shah he repaired to Gujarat where

the most distinguished scholar of the age Shaikh

Wajihuddin entered into his discipleship. Badauni having

seen him once at Agra describes the event as follows :

VSAAJU>

1 Memoirs of Bfibur, p. 539.

2 BadaunT, Vol. Ill, p. 5.
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O
(jl<Xux>

I saw him one day from at a distance when he

was riding in the market of 5gra in the year
966 A. H., and dense crowds of people surrounded

him so that none could dare find his way through
that congregation. And on account of great

courtesy in answer to salutations of the public

from right and left, his head never took rest for a

moment. Since his association with the Khan-i-

Khanan : Bairam Khan, and Shaikh Gada'I, was not

agreeable to him, he went aggrieved to Gwaliar

and busied himself there in completing the course

of his instructions to his disciples ; and having

built a monastery there, himself wrote books in

that valley.

Babur had such a respect for him that he pardoned
the excesses of one of his staunch enemies merely be-

cause the Shaikh had interceded for him :

" On Wednesday Shaikh Muhammad Ghaus
came in from Gwaliar to plead for Rahlm Dad.

As Shaikh Muhammad Ghaus was a pious and
excellent person Rahlm Dad's faults were forgiven

for his sake.'"

Of the many works ascribed to him ^by Badauni only

one is mentioned by name, viz., :

'

Risala-i-Ghausiya,'

which is at the same time condemned by him and all true

believers as rank heresy. Its publication was one of the

Memoirs of Babur, p.
i
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causes of the indifference shown to him by Bairm Kh5n.

His other works are: 'Jawahir-ul-Khamsa' and 'Gulzar-

ul-Abrar/ The latter is a most important work on

Sufism, and deals exclusively with the Sufis of India and

their practices, teachings, and utterances. The dates

on which they expired and the places where they were

buried are also carefully mentioned. One of his disciples

who remained all his life in his service and attended

him in his travels, wrote a work entitled
"
Manaqib-i-

Ghausiya" giving a brief sketch of the Shaikh's life and

teachings. It is a record of mysterious events and pro-

phesies from a disciple's point of view, and should be read

with caution. He died at Agra at the age of 80 in

970A.H.,and was buried at Gwalior. The date of this

incident was found by one of his learned disciples Mulla

Ismail
*

Ata'l in the pharse :

A creature (or a slave) of God departed.

Badauni tells us that owing to Shaikh's erudition he

himself once seriously thought of becoming his pupil and

of reading with him certain books, but simply for the

fact that the latter rose in respect for the infidels, he

abstained and
"
remained destitute of that boon."*

Still he seems to have been much impressed by the

Shaikh's spirituality and says that when he first saw him
at Agra, he noticed a strange sort of freshness and gleam
in the face of the' saint in spite of his old age.

3
It is

significant that Babur's grandson Akbar, during the

1 Badauni, Vol. II. p. 63.

2 Ibid. p. 64.

3 Ibid.
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Shaikh's visit to Agra in 966 A.H., had entered into

his discipleship, and this was probably the reason for the

latter's arrival and stay in the town. Nizamuddin Ahmad
tells us that Akbar was so very favourably disposed to-

wards the Shaikh that he sanctioned a permanent grant
of one crore as Shaikh's personal allowance for life.

l

He was an accomplished scholar of Turkl, Arabic, and
Persian, who filled the high office of ">**

"
(State Secretary)

.in the service of Babur in India. The latter

uddra.
am"

had a very high opinion of his scholarship
and formidable pen. On the occasion when

Shaikh Zain wrote the 'farman '

announcing Babur's

renunciation of wine, the latter remarked thus :

' '

Shaykh Zayn wrote down the
'

farman ' with

his own elegance, and his fine letter was sent to

all my dominions. " 2

At another occasion when he wrote 'fath Nama,' or

the letter of victory over the formidable Rajput army
of Rana Sanga, Babur paid it a high tribute of praise and

reproduced it in his Memoirs as a perfect document. 3

Badauni says that he was one of the greatest scholars

of the age and was the first to translate into Persian the

Turkl Memoirs of Babur. He also wrote a commentary on
'

Mubayyan
' a treatise written by Babur on Hanafi juris-

prudence.

He was known in India as Zainuddln Khwafi. His

position as a poet is as great as that of a scholar. He
wrote poetry under the pen-name

'

Wafa'L' Two of his

quatrains which represent Indian taste *in poetic grace

are quoted below :

1 Tabaqat i Akbar! p. 393.

2 Memoirs of Babur, p. 553.

3 Ibid, p. 559.

F, 14
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Thou didst rest with the rivals, and fled from us,

What have we done? and what didst thou see and

hear from us ?

To carry off our heart, no need was there for this

cruelty,

We would have surrendered it to thee, hadst thou

asked it of us.

The other which cannot with any hope of success be

translated is as follows :

Of all the works that he wrote the most important

is the history of the conquest of Hindustan by Babur,

which is referred to by Badauni as an exquisite and

faithful exposition of current events in India at that time.

He died at Chur.ar in 940 A.H., three years after the

death of Babur, and was buried there within the precincts

of the college of which he was the founder.

1 Badaunt, Vol. I, p. 341.

3
Ibid, p. 472.
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"He was called the born Mulla, because in Aulugh
Beg's time he used to give lessons when 14 years old. He

_ .
was very learned, the most so of his time.

Mulla ZSda Tk i i

Mulla 4Usm&n. "ople say he was nearmg the rank of

Ijtihad,
1 but he did not reach it. It IB said of

him that he once asked :

' How should a person forget a

thing heard? ' A strong memory he must have had." 2

Husain bin i 'All al Wa'iz surnamed KashifI was a great

theologian in the time of Sultan Husain Mirza. He was
well-versed in Muslim Jurisprudence and held in high

esteem by the people of Herat. He was a

man of versatile talents and left good many
works on different subjects such as Ethics,

Moral Philosophy, Muslim History and Jurisprudence,

Some of his best known works are the following :

1. Tafslr i HusainI which he named Mawahib i

Auliya is a commentary on the Qur'an under-

taken at the desire of Mirt
*

All Shir NawaV
2. Akhlaq i Muhsinla work on moral philosophy.

It has been a popular text-book in almost all the

Oriental madrasahs in Upper India. It was finish-

ed in 900 A.H., and dedicated the same year to

Sultan Husain Mirza.

3. Rauzatush Shuhada [or the Gardens of the

Martyrs] is a historical work dealing with the

life of the Prophet, and the battle of Karbela. It

was finished in 906 A.H., and was similarly de-

dicated to Sultan Husain Mirza.

4. Lubbul Lubab It is an abstract of Maulana

Jalaluddln Ruml's Masnawl.

5. Anwar i Suhaill (or the Lights of the Canopus)

is a most popular work on morals. Like Akhlaq-

1 Vide P. N. 2, p. 150, Supra,
2 Memoirs of Babur, p. 284.
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i Muhsinl, it was a prescribed text-book for the

maktabs, and after their extinction has since

continued to be used in English schools and

colleges in almost all the Universities of India.

Its basis is a Sanskrit story of Kalllah and

Damnah. The already existing Persian version

of his predecessor (Maulana Nasrullah) not

being a good one, the author was asked

by an Amir of the Sultan's court named
Nizamuddin Shaikh Ahmad Suhaill to rewrite

it in his elegant and masterly style after

whose name the book is called. It enjoyed in

India, when maktabs were in vogue, a popularity

like Sa'dl's Gulistan and was held in high

esteem. Its style in putting speeches in the

mouths of animals, does not seem to accord with

the modern European taste, nor does its ornate

diction interspersed with verses. But the same,

specially the latter, which is essentially Persian,

was considered as a merit of writing in those

days everywhere in Persia, Herat, Turkistan, and

Samarqand, and cannot on that score be con-

demned. The book represents the
'

floridity
'

of Persian literature of this and the later periods,

and teaches moral lessons in the form of short

didactic stories which suit the taste and imagi-

nation of the younger generation for whom it

was primarily intended. A similar preceding

work in Arabic language is to be found in the

admirable series of the "Ikhwanus Safa" 1

A society of learned men founded at Baghdad in about the middle

of the tenth century A.D., for the promotion of learning and scien-

ces. They wrote and published many treatises on different subjects

of which the above was one.
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wherein the beasts, the birds, the insects, and

the fish, had each their say with typical floridity

and yet the book is considered as finest in Arabic

literature.

6. Makhzanul Insha A work on epistolography.

As mentioned in the Preface it was written

for Mir 'All Shir Nawa'l in the year 907

A.H.

7. Sab-'i-Kashifiyyah It is a work on astrology,

and deals with the influence of stars and other

celestial bodies.

8. Sahifa i Shah! It is in subject-matter similar to

Makhzanul Insha, and deals with Persian and

Arabic forms of letters.

There are some other works also like :

9. Matla'ul Anwar.
10. Lata i fut TawB'lf.

11. Asrar i Qasimi, etc.,

which do not rank in popularity with the above.

Khwandamlr calls him Kamaluddln Husain Wa'iz Kashifl,

and says that he was a preacher of great fame in Herat,

and used to deliver his lectures, which were mostly on

ethics and moral philosophy, in the Imperial college and

other buildings in the town.
l He died in 910 A.H., and

was ever afterwards known as Wa'iz meaning
'

a prea-

cher/

His real name was 'Abdullah, but he was
MaU"

commonly called as Khwja Maulana Qazl.

" On his father's death his line went back to

Shaikh Burhanuddin 'All Qilich. The family had

Hablbus-Siyar, Vol. Ill, Pt. 3, p. 341, Bombay, 1273, A.H.
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come to be the Religious Guides and Pontiff and

Judge of the Farghana country. He was a disci-

ple of His Highness 'Ubaidullah (Ahrarl) and from

him had his up-bringing."
1

., ., ,_
" He was well-versed in the

Mir MurtSz. .

sciences of philosophy and meta-

physics ; he was called
* Murtaz '

(ascetic), because

he fasted a great deal."
2

" He was the pupil of the

Shaikhul Islam and afterwards was
advanced to his place. In some

assemblies he, in others, Qazl Ikhtiyar took the

high place."
3

11 He was an excellent Qazl, and wrote a trea-

tise in Persianon Jurisprudence, an admirable treat-

^ T, I...
*se

; he also, in order to give elu-
Qaz! Ikhtiyar. , , . ,

cidation, made a collection of homo-

nymous verses* from the Qur'an. Talk turning on

the Baburl script, he asked me about it, .... I

wrote it out ... he went through it letter by

letter, and having learned its plan, wrote some-

thing in it then and there."
4

"He knew the Arabian sciences well, and also

wrote a Persian treatise on rhyme. The treatise

is well done, but it has the defect

that he brin^s into ft' as his

examples, couplets of his own,

and assuming them to be correct, prefixes to each.

He wrote another on the curiosities of verse,

1 Memoirs of BSbur, p. 89.

2 Ibid, p. 284.

3 Ibid, p. 285.

4 Ibid.
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entitled
'

Bada-i'us Sanai' a very well-written

treatise.
1 "

"
Disciple and pupil both of Mawlana 'Abdur Rah-

man Jami, he had read aloud most of the Mulla's

poems in his presence, and wrote a

GhlfSr L5r?
Ul

Plain exposition of the Naf'hat. He
had good acquaintance with exoteric

sciences, and in the esoteric ones also was very
successful/'*

His best known work is the commentary on Jaml's

Nafhatul 'Uns, which he undertook for the benefit of

Jamfs son Ziya'uddm Yusuf who used to meet with

difficulties in understanding the text. He died in 912

A.H., in Herat,
3 and was buried by the side of his master

whose eminent pupil he was. The following verse in his

praise with its authorship assigned to Jaml, has* been
noticed on the fly-leaf of a manuscript copy of the com-

mentary of Nafhat :

At a place where learning and wisdom is a bird

of prey,
1

Abdul Ghafar Larl is a swift-flying hawk.

Mir Jamai- ^ir Jamaluddm the Traditionalist

dfs

dm Muhad" had no e(lual in Khurasan for

knowledge of the Muhammadan Tra-
ditions."

5

1 Memoirs of Babur, p. 285.

2
Ibid, p. 284.

3 Note : Beale mistaking LlrT for LShori fixes the town Lahore as his

native place [Oriental Biographical Dictionary, p. 4. ]

* B.M. MSS. or. 218, fol. 13a.

5 Memoirs of Babur, p. 284.
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11

Being well-versed in the sciences of philo-

sophy, logic, and rhetoric, he was able to find

Maulsna much meaning in a few words,
Shaikh Husain

t() bring ft Qut opportunely
in conversation. There was no better Muh-
tasib." l

He was learned in Traditions and Theology, and was
one of the readers of the Khutba in the name of Babur
Maul an a at the mosque in Delhi on Friday, Rajab

Mahmud. H Hig Qther partner wag shaikh

Zainuddm,
2

Sultan 'Ali Of calligraphers, besides Bayanl, the

Mashhadr. poet already noticed, there was one Sultan
'

All Mashhadl who is mentioned by Babur as the most

eminent of all :

"Of fine pen-pen there were many; the one

standing out in
'

nasta'liq
' was Sultan

'

All of

Mashhad, who copied many books for the Mlrza,

and for
1

All Shir Beg."
3

These two are described as the best painters of the

age. Of Bihzad, Babur remarks that his work was very

dainty, but he did not draw beardless faces

M^zaffa?.
and

wel1 and used greatly to lengthen the chin.

He was very skilful at drawing bearded

faces.
4 "

Shah Muzaffar was very neat in his work and

drew dainty pictures, representing the hair very daintily.

He died when on his way to fame."
5

1 Ibid, p. 283.

2 Ibid, p. 471.

3
Ibid, 291.

* Ibid.

6 Ibid.
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These three, besides Bayani who is already
noticed under poets, were famous musicians and

instrumentalists. Shaikh! Nayl
Shaikhi Nayi, played the Nay for the lute) skil-

Qul Muhammad, , , , , ^, ,

Shah Quli. fully and hence called by that

name :

" He once produced a wonderful air on the flute,

Qul Muhammad could not reproduce it on the

guitar, so declared it a worthless instrument ;

Shaykhl Nayl at once took the guitar from Qul
Muhammad's hands and played the air on it well

and in perfect tune. They say he was so perfect
in music that having once heard an air, he was
able to say

'

This or that is the
f
tune of so and so's,

or so and so's flute.'
" l

" Shah Quli was the guitar player. He was of
'

Iraq, came to Khurasan, practised playing, and
succeeded. He composed many airs, preludes, and
works." 2 *

Besides the above poets and scholars noticed by
Babur as his contemporaries, there were in India many,
of whom only a prominent few are incidentally men-
tioned by Farishta as follows :

.w XiAJ ^'i*^-3^ v^AAwly^^ <*J^yy| *.J *S

3 &^,4

Ibid.

Ibid.

Farishta, pp. 335 and 336.

F. 15
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^x>

'

Axiio
0|^Jb| ^

x^ .

* (jv ixrf*

I
)| ^JU

It is related that a cord-wearer (i.e.,

Yudhan by name lived in the village^a^ ^

One day he professed in the presence of theMusu'ns

that Islam is right, and that his religion too, is

right. This speech of his reached the ears of the

'Ulama. Qazl Piyarah and Shaikh Badr who were

in LakhnautI passed judgments contradicting each

other. A'zam Humayun, son of KhwajaBa Yazld

the ruler of that province sent the cord-wearer to-

gether with the Qazi and the said Shaikh before

the king at Sambhal. And since the king was

greatly disposed to hearing the literary discussions,

he sent for the renowned scholars from the neigh-

bouring sides, and arranged a meeting for the

debate. Details of their names are given below :

1. Miyan Qadir bin-i-Shaikh Khwaju : and
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2. Miyan 'Abdullah bin-i-Ilah Dad- from
Talna.

3. Sayyid Muhammad bin-i-Sai'd Khan from

Delhi.

4. Mulla Qutbuddln, and

5. Mulla Ilah Dad Salih from Sirhind.

6. Sayyid Aman,
7. Sayyid Burhan, and

8. Sayyid Ahsan came from Qannauj ; and

a number from among aristocrat class who
always accompanied the king like :

9. Sadruddln of Qannauj, and

10. Miyan 'Abdur Rahman of Sikrl, and

11. Miyan 'Azizullah of Sambhal, also appeared
in that debate.

Others whose names appear elsewhere are as follows :

12. Qazi 'Abdul Wahid Shaikh Tahir of Tha-

nesar, and

13. Shaikh Ibrahim, were the king's Privy-

councillors.

14. Mulla Chaman was the King's Chamber-

lain, and Chief Privy-Councillor.

15. Shaikh Baha'uddln of Delhi was one of the

greatest saints and scholars of the time.

Sikandar Lodl had read with him the Ele-

mentary Arabic Grammar known as

'Mizan.'

It may be noted in this connection that the words :

Know thou : God bless thee most in both

the worlds.

which have ever since mysteriously appeared

at the beginning of every manuscript and
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printed edition of this treatise, originated

from that learned saint who had repeated

them thrice before making Sikandar Lodi read

the text.

16. Miyan Bhura He was a theologian, and

Sultan's Minister of Justice.

17. Shaikh Jamaii Kamboh of Delhi -was the

famous scholar and poet of Sikandar's court.

Badauni tells us that Sultan Sikandar Lodi

used to show him his verses for correction

and improvement. He was one of the

best pupils of JamI and had received the

latter 's recognition during his discipleship

at Herat. The following says Badauni are

from one of his most elegant lyric poems
which are very popular and widely sung in

India :

te
J|

1**! 1**'

V.A-* Vo

My fond desire towards the stages of your halt

increased,

0, vanishers from my sight !

Day and night my boon companion is your

thought
Ask then of your thoughts my news.

His verses on love are of a pure delicate beauty.
Some are quoted from Farishta as follows :

i BadaunT, Vol. I, p. 325.
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'

From the dust of his street is the dress on my
body,

That too has hundred rents up to the skirt

owing to the tears of my eye.

Every side of my body became full of feathers

on account of his arrows,

Now I will fly to that whose eye-brow is shaped
like a bow.

Being an illustrious pupil of Jarni
.
and a regular

disciple of Shaikh Samsuddln Kamboh of Delhi, he had

a Sufistic
jturn

of mind and wrole a treatise on Snflsm
'

Siyarul 'Arifin
'

(or the lives of saints). It deals with

the Sufis of India beginning with Khwaja Mu'lnuddln

Chistl of Ajmer,
3 and ending with his own spiritual

teacher Shaikh Shamsuddln of Delhi. Besides this, he

is said to be the author of other prose-works which

are, unfortunately, not mentioned by name. He was the

best poet of Persian of Sikandar's court, and was known

among people as
"
second Khusrau." The year of his

death was found in the ingenious phrase
'

*>* o*

1 Parishta, p. 346.

2 Ibid.

3 He is regarded as the head of the Sufi-band and is revered as the

arch-saint of India. Among the Mughal emperors, Akbar was
the most devoted adherent, and had travelled thrice from Agra
to Ajmer on foot to pay his homage to the saint.

4 BSdanni, Vol. I, p. 347.
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(He was the Khusrau of India.)

18. Shaikh Rajurl Bukhari. He was a leading

scholar and saint of considerable influence over

the king and the people. Once a war between

Sultan Ibrahim and his opponents was averted

merely through his intervention.

(2) Shaikh
'

Abdullah of Talna-His name has

been already mentioned by Parishta in connec-

tionwith the literary debate arranged by Sultan

Sikandar Lodi. He ranks very high among
the learned men of India. He came from

Multan and took his residence at Delhi where
he lectured to hundreds of students who ga-

thered to attend from all parts of India. He
was the foremost logician of his day and was
the first to bring and spread a systematic

knowledge of logic in Upper Hindustan. It

is said that over forty distinguished scholars

like Miyan*Ladan and Jamal Khan of Delhi,

Miyan Shaikh of Gwalior, and Miran Sayyid

Jalal of Badaun were attending his lectures.

Even the Sultan himself used to come and

sit silently in a corner :

.<> j* tj-w

And they say that Sultan Sikandar used to come

at the time of the above-mentioned Shaikh

i Ibid, p. 324.
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'Abdullah's lecturing, and fearing lest some
disturbance be caused to the lessons of the

alumni, sit silently hidden in a corner of the

assembly, and after the lecture was finished,

having said
'

Good morning
'

they used to

associate with one another.

He died in 922 A.H., and the date was found in a

verse from the Qur'an :

(It is they for whom there are high ranks.)

(11) Shaikh
'

Azizullah of Sambhal. He also came
from Multan with Shaikh 'Abdullah, and took

an equal part in the promulgation of the know-

ledge of higher logic among the alumni in Upper
Hindustan. He took residence at Sambhal, and
is said to possess a most vjonderful memory ever

heard of. He combined secular knowledge with

spiritual and could teach any standard Arabic

or Persian work without any preparation to any
advanced students however prepared they might
come.

Ad

U*

And this was tried many a tin^e. They brought
unanswerable questions. The Shaikh in the

course of lecturing readily solved them all.

19. Shaikh Ilah Diya of Jaunpur. He was a pro-

found scholar of Arabic and Persian and deeply

Ibid,
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learned in grammar and Muslim Jurispru-

dence. He is the author of several standard

works and ranks with the leading scholars of the

day. He wrote a commentary on Hidayah
in several volumes, and a commentary on

Kafiyah, which contributed greatly to his

fame. He also wrote some very useful mar-

ginal notes on Tafslr i Madarik and other

books which are taught in Arabic institu-

tions even to this day. It is noteworthy that

all such distinguished men were patronised by
Sikandar Lodl who himself was a lover of

learning and took real delight in their debates

which he was ever keen to organise and attend :

Lj*& X>^ * AJ|t\A *SA*

JO

And Sultan Sikandar having convened the learned

men of his country with Shaikh
'

Abdullah and

Shaikh 'Azizullahon one side, and, Shaikh Ilah

Diyah and his son Bhikarl on the other, made them
discuss in a debate. At last this was found out

that those two great men in speaking and these

two in writing stood unrivalled.

20. Mahmud bin i Shaikh Ziyauddln Muhammad,
an accomplished scholar and poet, is the author of

the famous Persian lexicon 'Farhang i Iskandarl,'

which he called after the name of his master

Ibid, pp. 324-25*
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Sultan Sikandar. It is divided into 22 chapters
and each chapter into two

'

fasls' of which the

first treats of simple words and the second of com-

pound. It is an uncommon but at the same time

a useful arrangement which reflects on the vast

learning of the writer. The work is valuable

and has been utilised by later lexicographers.

It was completed in 916 A.H. The author

states in the preface that he wrote also all

kinds of poetry including qaslda, masnawl, and

ghazal.

21. Khwaja Shaikh Sa'iduddln.-We learn about

him from the above work in which he is prais-

ed by the author for his extraordinary talents

and literary patronage. It was mostly due

to his help and encouragement that the

author brought that work to a finish. It tran-

spires that the work was
f
formally dedicated to

Khwaja Sa'iduddln since the name given to it by
the author is not Tarhang i Iskandari' but

'Tuhfatus Sa'adat (which has a bearing onSa'ld).

His praises were sung by the author in his

poetry also.

22. Shaikh Muhammad ibn i Lad of Delhi, a man of

versatile knowledge and well-read in Arabic,

Persian, and Turkl. His best known work is

Muayyidul Fuzala which in its subject-matter

is similar to the above with the exception that it

contains three divisions of words :

(i) (Arabic) ; (ii) (Persian);; (iii) Turkl.

It was completed in 925 A.H.

23. Kabir A Hindi poet briefly noticed on p. 70 in

connection with the growth of 'Urdu language.
He was the son of a Muhammadan weaver of

Benares, and a disciple of Ramanand, and Shaikh
F. 16
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Taqi.
l From his very boyhood he evinced a taste

for Sufism andwas fond of the society of spiritual

men who could be approached in Benares. Of

these one prominent personality was of Rama-

nanda, a Hindu ascetic, who taught Vedanta phi-

losophy in a modified and more acceptable form.

The boy Kablr remained under his disciple-

ship for some time and derived benefit from his

teachings. After some time feeling dissatisfied

with the asceticism taught and practised by the

Hindu devotees subjecting themselves to austere

bodily mortifications and cutting off their rela-

tions from the world, he sought a life compromis-

ing with temporal, and found it in the teachings

of the Muslim saint, Plr Taqi, who according to

Islamic law forbade the exclusive pursuit of the

contemplative life. Kablr thus remained at the

spinning wheel, married a wife, and sang of

divine love sometimes going astray and lost in his

visions of Truth like
'

Attar, Hafiz, Sarmad, and

other thinkers of the East. Some of his thoughts

by way of sample are reproduced below :

I

servant, whither art thou going after Me ?

1 am beside thee.

I am neither in temple nor in mosque,
Nor in Ka'ba, nor in Kalisa,

Nor in tftes and ceremonies,
Nor in journeys and retirement ;

A Sufi who had his abode on a hill in the outskirts of Jhonsi in

Central India. Also known by the popular names of Baba

Taqi and Taqi Padishah.
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If thy desire is real, thou shalt see,

And meet Me in no time ;

Kablr says, Sadhu ! God is the essence of all

breath.
II

Do not go to the garden,

brother go not there,

In thy self is the garden,

Take thy seat on the petals

of the lotus, and then behold,

The Eternal beauty.

Ill

The moon shines in me,
But my closed eye cannot see it,

The sun and the moon are within me,
The drum of Eternal beauty is sounding loud,

But I am deaf and cannot hear it ;

So long as man talks of his self,

His mission remains unfulfilled,

When all love for self departs,

The object of his creation is fulfilled.

IV

Underneath the canopy of my Lord,

Millions of suns and moons
And stars shine bright,

His heart is within my heart,

His eye is within my eye,

Oh, could my heart and eye be one,

And my heart's heat be cooled,

Kablr says,
" When thy love is united with the

lover,

Then the height of love is achieved/'
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V

None but a sane man will hear,

The melody which arises in the sky,

He who is the source of all melody,

Fills all vessels with music,

And sits in fullness Himself.

VI

This day is precious above all others,

For today the beloved is in me as my guest,

My chamber and my courtyard are luminous,

with His presence.

VII

Clouds thicken in the sky,

0, listen to tkeir roarings,

The rain comes from the East,

With its thundrous roar,

Take care of the fences and the fields,

Lgst the rain make a flood over there.

VIII

I have learned Sanskrit,

Let all men call me learned,

But of what avail is this,

If I roan? aimlessly, thirsty,

And parched with the heat of passion,

What for you have put on your head

This burden of vain glory ?

Kablr says:
"
Throw it down,

And rush to meet the beloved,

Address Him as your Lord/'
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IX

The mistress who has parted from her lover,

Sits at the spinning wheel ;

The fortress of her body is strong and beautiful,

The castle of her heart is built high.

She weaves the thread of love,

And makes it look fine,

Kablrsays:
"

I make the garland of day and

night,

The lover when he comes,

And kindly touches me with his feet,

I shall present him the garland of tears."

In the above linesone can see with the curious blending

of Sufism with Yoglsm, the enormous influence exercised

by the former on the practical life of a Yogi. Equally

so, it is a departure from the conventional Sufism which

in India was subject to gradual degeneration since its

very inception by coming in contact with the ritual per-

formances of asceticism. It was thus a reform which

came at the opportune moment whenthe purity of Persian

mysticism here was succumbing to the influence of Hindu

Yoga, and imbibing the spirit of their ritual. The

essence of his teachings is in the ennobling of Soul

independent of bodily austerities which he condemns in

the pale of spiritualism as irrational. Being a first

disciple of the great Hindu teacher Ramananda he was

intimately aware of the evils attending on the Hindu

system of religious worship which h% aimed to reform

by a touch of Sufism. He wished to see the door of

spiritual teachings open to all, and not to the privileged

class of Brahmans alone. This may be viewed in the

broad lesson of the love of Nature which he took to heart

and was an ardent teacher thereof. His poetry being in

the spoken dialect of the common folk and not in the
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high classical Persian came as a direct appeal to the

hearts of people who thronged round him and believed

in his mysterious powers :

" Once after the performance of a supposed

miracle of healing, he was brought before the

emperor Sikandar Lodl, and charged with

claiming the possession of divine powers. But

Sikandar Lodl a ruler of considerable culture

was tolerant of the eccentricities of saintly

persons belonging to his own faith. Kabir

being of Muhammadan birth was outside the

authority of the Brahmans, and technically

classed with Sufte to whom great theological

latitude was allowed. Therefore though he

was banished in the interest of peace from

Benares his life was spared."
l

At his death occurred almost the same as happened

according to popular 'legend on the passing away of

Hafiz.
a

Hindus and Muslims quarrelled with each other,

the former desired to burn his body while the latter to

bury it. Kabir appeared before them smiling and vanished.

1 Tagore, Kabir's Poems, Introduction, p. xvii, London.
2 It is related by popular tradition that on the death of Hafiz the

orthodox Muslims refused to offer prayers over his body
and to shoulder it to the Muslim burial-ground due to his

poetical vagaries and unorthodox life. It was decided to take

an augury from his verses and the following most suggestive

verse came out :

Withhold not thy step from the bier of Hafiz,

For although immersed in sin, he will go to Paradise,
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They lifted the shroud and found a heap of flowers instead,

which were equally divided and burnt and buried respec-

tively.

Ramananda and his Hindu disciples while said to

believe in theory in the existence of one spiritual God

Kabir as a
Rama made in practice no departure from

spiritual re- idolatry, but remained clung to their old

founder of
&

a mythological polytheism. Neither there is

any groun^ to suPP se that they ever

attempted to relax the caste restrictions

imposed on religious worship which was conducted

exclusively by the Brahmans :

"Those who follow Ramananda are still strictly

orthodox in all caste matters."
l

It was only Kabir who was the first among his disci-

ples to break off from hia teachings, no doubt under the

later influence of Sufism, and preach against the

manifold Avatars, the caste, an* the ritual, with the

result that it attracted a very large number of followers,

both from among the Hindus and the Muslims, who
immortalised him as a religious reformer. This is perhaps

the first instance in the history of Persian mysticism in

India under the Mughal rule that the Sufi doctrines found

entrance into the hearts of the Hindu ascetics who frater-

nised with them, got common disciples, and thereby began
to respect each other's sentiments and devotional perfor-

mances :

"
Kabir was the man through whom the leading

ideas were popularised. Frtfm his time the

J. N. Farquhar, Outline of the Religious Literature of India, p. 325.

Oxford University Press, 1920.
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condemnation of idolatry and polytheism became

frequent,
>M

" He does not care whether his words are Hindi,

Persian, or barbarous, nor whether his sentences

are grammatical or not, so long as they strike

home. He was a mystic of great penetration and

a poet of considerable power. His best utterances

are probably the loftiest work in the Hindi language ;

and hundreds of his couplets have laid hold of the

common heart of Hindustan."
2

"
Kabir formed a community, which is known

as the
'

Kablrpanth
'

(' panth
'

representing the

Sufi-Tariqat). Since he was altogether opposed

to idolatry, he must have made fresh arrange-

ments for the worship of God, but how far he

went we do not know. He would be certain to

give the Guru a prominent place in the sect yet

he would by ijo word or act lead men to believe

that he or any other teacher was an incarnation

of God/' 3

"
Although Kabir denounced Divine incarnation,

the books teach that he is an incarnation of the

Supreme. Indeed the practice of the sect as a

whole is saturated in Hinduism. The sect-mark,

the rosary, the mantra, and many other details

are conspicuous."*

Besides the poets and scholars cited above, Sultan

Sikandar Lodl himself was a poet and a great lover of

1 Ibid., p. 284.

2 Ibid., p. 333.

3 Ibid., p. 335.

* Ibid., p. 336.
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learning. Since his very accession to the throne he

Suitnn Sik- encouraged the diffusion of knowledge

hfmself
L
as

d
a among his subjects and patronised literary

poet and a lover acquisitions. In all public services he had
o earning.

fixe& an educational standard according to

which he filled the posts. This rule was observed so

strictly that people of all creeds seeking Government
service were obliged to make a strenuous effort in that

direction in order to compete successfully for the best

rank. Farishta has made it quite clear by stating that

even the Hindus, who had never before paid any serious

attention to Muslim lore, took to studying Persian for the

first time in their history in all earneatness.
* He had

fixed gratuities for the learned men in his kingdom and

gave stipends to students. He wrote poetry under the

pen-name "Gulrukhi"* (or rose-faced) and was fond of

listening to literary discussions which, as is already seen,

he encouraged and himself took pa# in. He died in 924

A.H., leaving his kingdom to his son Ibrahim ; but the

literary atmosphere which he had created prevailed till

the latter's defeat by Babur at Panlpat in 932 A.H. The
date of this event was found in the ingenious phrase

^afjjt^jA jAfA
3

(martyrdom of Ibrahim) by the Indian writers

of Persian language.

24. Brahman A Hindu poet of Persian
Brahman : a language. This is evidently the first in-

HindQpoet of - -. i - j u ^ a.
- j- 4.

Persian lan- stance of its kind being the most immediate
guage. result of Sikandar Lodl's educational mea-

sure.

1 Vide supra, p. 75.

2 Farishta, Vol. I, p. 346.

3 Badauni Vol. I, p. 336.

F. 17
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Badaunl's remark about him is as follows :

<tUX

And one of the poets of Sultan Sikandar's reign

was Brahman. It is said that in spite of his infidelity

he used to give teaching on books of the learning of

the time ; and this opening line which he composed

in the metre of Mas'ud Beg's ode is from him :

The heart would not have turned into blood, had

not thy eye become a dagger :

The path would not have been lost, had not thy

curly 'locks flung about in disorder.

Ibid. p. 323,



CHAPTER VII

ference in the
use of certain
words and ex-

pressiona in

India and Per-
sia.

Such a quick and methodical advance madeby a Hindu
citizen towards acquiring a complete knowledge of classi-

Causesofdif- cal Persian is a marvellous \achievement for

this period, and serves to showhow zealously
the Hindus had set themselves to this task.

Certain peculiar words, phrases, construc-

tion, and idioms, introduced since into the

language and afterwards improved upon by people, were
due mostly to this new departure in the history of Persian

literature in India. They need a discussion

of suchwords under a separate heading, but a few note-
and expres- worthy expressions that have been univers-

ally adopted by all the great writers of the

Mughal period are just for example given below :

Word.

(Sarkar)

Sense attached
in India.

(i) A district ; Province
or jurisdiction.

(ii) Term of respect
in address as
Mr. ; Sir; or Lord:
also person or

presence.
(iii) Government.
(iv) Treasury.

Sense attached
in Persia.

Its use is re-
stricted to se-

condand third

meaning only.

1 In the first three senses, by Abul Fazl, BadiUni, and others : in the

fourth sense by Parishta, cf. Vol. I, p. 336 :

JUtft*

ft)
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Word.

(Sarkarl)

(Sahib)

*V
3

(chadar
mihr amlz).

Sense attached
in India.

(i) Pertaining to

Government.
(ii) Control or lea-

dership.

In peculiar senses.

A royal tent.

Sense attached
in Persia.

In the first sense

only.

In the sense of
'

master ' or
'owner/

In the first sense by all historians : in the second by Farishta-cf .

p. 390, Ibid :

2 Arabic word meaning 'master 'or 'lord/ In India its us*
s

been very peculiar. The following are noteworthy :

(a) As a form of address it has ever been applied to

Europeans, and still goes as a synonym for their

name.

(6) Used by the Sikhs in the Punjab to denote something

holy, e.g.,
' Darbar Slhib' (the holy Sikh Darbar) ;

the ' Granth Sahib '

(the holy book of the Sikhs) ; and

soon.

(c) As a term of familiarity and chiding. In these senses it

has been used chiefly by Hindi and Urdu writers :

(familiarity)

(chiding)

(d) As a general term of respect.

3 A Persian compound coined by Humayun and used by Gulbadan

Begum in her work Humayun Nama.
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Word.

-s'3
l

(dak chau-

ki).

u5ls
*

(dak kha-
na).

(Jhakkar)

*
(Jhar u k a
darshan^

B

(Shahzada)

(Sultan)

Sense attached
in India.

A post station.

Post Office.

Violent wind.

King's gallery.

Prince :

(restricted to

male m e m-
bers only).

King :

(restricted to

male members
only).

Sense attached
in Persia.

Altogether un-
known.

Ditto.

Persian equiva-
lent is JtfU.

3 $V
which is Tur-
kish.

Unknown.

Ditto.

Also used for
female mem-
bers of the

royal house.

Ditto.

1 A Hindi compound used by Abul Fazl ; Badauni ; Nizimuddm

Ahmad, and others ; Cf . Tabaqat i Akbari, p. 166, Calcutta, 1913.

2 Ibid.

3 Pure Hindi-used by
' Urfi-Cf :

* A pure Hindi compoundused by Abul Fazl in A 'in i Akbari.

Cf ; A'lni Bar:
^ti ^l

1
.

5-6 Their use by Indian writers has been restricted to the male

members of the royal house while Persians make no such

distinction. Cf. the use of '

xjlfftta
' and '

^UaL,
' by the

author of 'Alam ArS i 'AbbasT for Sh?h Isma'il's sister
; while

Abul Fazl, Badiunl, and Farishta always distinguish between

a male and a female, and write *

,Mia>u
' &nd *

^114^ ' for
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Word.

(katahrah)

(ghari)

(seh hazari)
]

(Panj hazari) I

(haft hazarl)
f

(karort). J

Sense attached
in India.

A wire-fence
or cage.

Time or hour
of the clock :

also clock it-

self.

Words coined
in the reign
of Akbar to

denote res-

pective ranks
of nobles.

Sense attached
in Persia.

Unknown.

A pure Hindi word used with Persian '
'izafat

'

by the author of

Miftah ut Tawarikh : Cf :

2 Same as above :

Used by Bfibur in his TurkI Memoirs (Cf. fol. 289-90).

used by Abul Fazl. Cf. A'm i Akbarf, Vol. II, p. 9 :

Also

We read these Persian compounds in the works written after

the reign of Humayun, and they are apparently the invention

of Akbar' s minister, Abul Fazl, who used them in the Akbar

Nama, A'in-l Akbarf, and other official and private documents.

Their use was continued by all contemporary and later historians

in the reign of Akbar, Jahangir, Shah Jahan, and Aurangzeb.
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Words.

'

(doll)

(gaz)

(Thana j a t

pi u r a 1 of
'thana')
(Rushnal') ...

8

(ugal)

Sense attached
in India.

A w o m a n's

conveyance :

a sort of

palanquin.

A yard for

measuring
cloth or dis-

tance.

Police stations.

Ink.

Spittle after

chewing
beetle leaf.

Sense attached
in Persia.

Unknown.

(Pe r s i a n
equivalent :

Unknown.

Used in the
sense of
'light.

1

Per-
sian equiva-
lent for ink
is V>- f

[murakkab].

Unknown.

A pure Hindi word used by Abul Fazl Cf. Akbar Nama, Vol. Ill,

p. 610 : also Cf. Farishta, p. 422.

2 Same as above : Cf. 1'm i Akbari, Vol. I, p. 157.

3 Same as above : Used by Nizamuddin Ahmad Cf. Tabaqat i

Akbari, p. 166.

* Used in India in the sense of * ink '; in Persia in the sense of

'light.'

5 A pure Hindi word used by ZuhQri : Cf. his verse :

IM0I I* I* ft A. &. . u. It

Jl>! mUjj;G 01 ^tjAfed ^ j)
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(dauna) ... A bowl made of

green leaves.

Persian equiva-
lent :

Unknown.

1 Same as above used by Abul Fazl, Farishta and others.

2 A Hindi compound coined by Jahanglr for
'

wine,' and used in

that sense in Tuzuk i Jahanglr! ; also by Talib Amull in the

following verse :

3 A Persian compound similarly coined by Jahanglr for
*

orange.'

4 A Hindi word used by Bad*unl-Cf. Vol. II, p. 311.

5 Same as above used by the author of Tiirikh i Da'udi : Or. 197,

B. M., f. 64b,
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A good many other words like
"
f*$" (ta-ham) mean-

ing 'still,' Persian equivalent "****&" ;

u *>" (huqqa)

meaning
'

smoke-pipe,' Persian equivalent
u
^y$" ;

"*"
(ghussa) meaning 'anger,' Persian equivalent "^"j
and so forth used in India, may be quoted. While in Persia

a good many words and phrases of* Turkish, French, and

Russian origin like
"
*>&

"
(T.) meaning 'troops ';

"

plural of
4

'J>r '

(T.) meaning nomadic tribes ;

(T.) a custom house; "JGAI" (T.) beautiful; "jV
and "jaA?

1
'

(T.) winter and summer resorts; "jtvl"

(T.) a hall or chamber ;

a
#~,

"
(P.) Mr. or Sir ;

"tty*" and "*CJ^" (R.) vehicles drawn by horses;

and many fresh idioms and compounds under the

same influences were gradually introduced into the

language and found complete favour with Persian

authors.

i A Persian-Hindi compound used by Shsh Jah*n Jin his childhood

as an epithet for Akbar.

^ A pure Hindi name given by Akbar to Murad.

3 A Persian-Hindi compound used as a title for Jahangir by Akbar

[Naffi'isul Ma'asir, B. M. MSS. Or., 1761, fol. 53b.]

F. 18
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Prom Babur's time down to Aurangzeb's there

is a brilliant row of poecs who kept migrating to

India from Persia, Bukhara, Samarqand,
Her5t ' and Turkistan, being attracted by
the munificence of the Mughal and the

Deccan courts. Along with them the centre

of Persian poetry gradually shifted to India. Their efforts

combined with those of the indigenous writers in the

field of Persian prose and poetry equal and in certain

phases excel those of the Persians themselves, and for

this the Mughal period in India stands conspicuous in

the history of Persian literature. For a good deal of

time Persia had a poor show and compared ill with India

both in quality and quantity of the work produced.

Nearly all good poets and writers of Persian language
since Babur's great ancestor, Timur, had come down, or

were thinking of coming, to India, and communicating
with its rulers. Even the foremost poet and scholar of

Babur's time Jaml who is styled as
'

the head of the

poet-band,' like his predecessor Hafiz who flourished in

the time of Timur, was aspiring for India.

Hafiz was invited by his neighbour Sultan Ahmad
of Baghdad

1

tocome his to his court, but he did not choose
to leave his native town, although it was
not at a great distance. In the meantime
he was summoned by Sultan Mahmud of

Deccan and he made for the nearest Persian port, em-
barked on a ship sent him by the Bahmani king, and but

Dawlat Shah, Tadhkiratush Shu'ara, edited by Browne, p, 304. Ibid.

138
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for the accident of a cyclone would have reached India.
]

All this was due to what he had heard of the boundless

patronage of .the king from some of his contemporary

poets one of whom had just returned from Deccan to

Persia.* He must have described to Hafiz the talents

of the king who was a lover of Persian poetry and a

scholar besides. His court was a resort of poets and men
of letters from all parts of Persia, Arabia, and Turkistan.

It was for this reason that Hafiz showed his readiness

and expressed his desire to visit Deccan to some of the

traders who were going from Shiraz to India, and they

reported this to the king through his learned minister

Mir Faizullah Inju who readily sent him the expenses of

the voyage with rich presents.
3 On abandoning the

voyage due to a storm which affrighted Hafiz he com-

posed an ode and sent it to Mir Faizullah. The line in

which he gives his reason for not sailing is as follows:

At first thejrisk of the sea in the hope of a pearl

appeared to be very easy,

I spoke amiss for a single wave thereof is not

worth a hundred pearls.

When the ode reached Mir Faizullah in Deccan, he

presented it to his master Sultan Mahmud BahmanI who

out of respect for the poet sent him a rich reward

for his attempt to see him. Farishta writes thus of this

incident :

1 Farishta, p. 577.

2 Ibid.,p. 576.

3 Ibid., p, 577.

4 Dtwan i Hafiz, p. 42, Calcutta, 1891.
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o o
4>^j idl^}

5L

; c

And when this ode reached Mir Faizullah he

had one day taken an opportunity to relate in

detail in the court of Sultan Mahmud Shah the

story of Hafiz, his coming to Hurmuz, and return-

ing, and sending the ode. The Sultan said,

"Since the Khwaja had put his step in the way
with intent to come to our court, it is essential

and incumbent on us that we should not deprive

him of our benevolence.
" So he gave to

Mulla Mahmud Qasim Mashhadi who was one of

the literati of his court, a thousand 'tankah' of

gold in weight to purchase variteies of Indian

presents and carry them to Khwaja Hafiz at Shlraz.

The ruler of Bengal Sultan Ghiyasuddm also was
in communication with Hafiz, and received his verses

His connec-
ever# now anc* then. Once he sent him the

tion with Ben- following hemistich at ShlrSz requesting
gal '

him to build an ode on it :

2 Farisbta, p. 578.
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cup-bearer ! the tale of the cypress and the

rose and the tulip'
2

goeth.

Hafiz readily complied with his request and sent him

the ode which not only was much appreciated by the

Sultan but also considered as revelational. The lines

bearing on the subject are as follows :

;>
s

u-J^* Oy* )

1 Dlwan i Hafiz, p. 62, ut supra.

2 The 'cypress,- 'the tulip,' and the 'rose
1 were the names of

three beautiful slave girls in the Sultan's
' harem.' One day

they were taunted by other rival girls as being
'

ghass'alah' (or

body-washers), since they had once washed the king's body

being so desired by him during his illness. The taunt which was

much resented by the girls was due to the jealousy for their

having found favour with the Sultan. They therefore brought

the complaint to him who then being in fcis poetic mood uttered

the above hemistich but could not make it into a couplet. He

referred it to other poets at his court but they too failed to

satisfy him. He thereupon sent it to Hafiz at HhTraz.

3 Dlwan i Hafiz, p. 62.

Sultan GhiySsttddin Purbl -who ruled from 1867 to 1377 A.D. had

his pital at KOr. From Shiraz to this place it was supposed

to be a year's journey.
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cup-bearer ! the tale of the cypress and the

rose and the tulip goeth,

A nd this is the subject of dispute with the three

washer-maids ;

All the parrots of Hind would become sugar-

scattering,

Owing to this sugar-candy that goes to Bengal ;

See the swift traversing over
'

time ' and '

place
'

on the path of love,

That this infant a night old is on its way
to a journey of one year ;

Hafiz through the eager desire for Sultan Ghiyas:

uddln's court,

Don't be silent, since thy affair is now going be-

yond lamentation.

Jam! also was similarly in touch with the Indian courts.

One instance of his sending an ode to a grandee in Deccan

Jami seeking
anc* awaiting his appreciation and patron-

patronage from age is to be found in the following ex-
Deccan. ,

.

tract :

Kulliyat i JSml, p. 274, Lucknow, i298.

Shaikh Mahmud Gfiwan was renowned for his boundless liberalities

and talents. He is called Malik ut Tujjar (or the king of mer-

chants) because in his youth he had travelled to several countries

as a high merchant. Himself a poet and a great writer, he has

left a work on epistolography called "
Riyazul Insha," and a

Diwan consisting of lyric poetry. He held the high office of
" Vakil

"
(or Deputy) under Nizam Shah and Muhammad Shah,

and for a time held supreme sway in the Kingdom of Gulbarga.
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**

My eloquent disposition is that sugar-scattering

parrot,

That its beak is red with the blood of its heart ;

Jam! thy attractive verses are a fine commodity,

Its warpings are from beauty of expression, and

its threads from nicety of meaning ;

Send them along with the caravan of Hind, so

that to them may reach,

The excellence of the honour of acceptance from

the
'

king of merchants.'

Among Babur's contemporaries there were many who

came to India, and wrote their works here under the

Indian patronage. No parallel instance is to be

found in history of a period prior to his in which poets

and scholars of Persian language migrated to India in

such large numbers. It is mostly from his regime or the

advent of the Mughal rule that the Persian language in

India has acquired its own significance.
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The following titles, with the exception of the last

one, were given to Babur during the period of his rule

B- bur's title
commencing from the date of his accession

to the throne of Farghana down to his last

breath in 937 A.KL, at Agra :

1. Zahiruddln vthe strengthener of the faith)

2. Padishah (a vassal king, vide p. 37, supra)

3. Nawab ( Vide p. 146, supra)

4. Ghazl (victor in a holy war)
5. Shahinshah ( king of kings)

6. Qalandar (a dervish)

7. Sultan (a king)

8. Khaqan (title of the emperor of China)

9. Firdaus-makanl (dwelling in paradise)
r

, , , There is some confusion between his
Zahiruddm .

name and this title. Some historians write

that he was originally named Zahiruddm and subsequently

called Babur. Thus says Lane-Poole :

" As the ill-educated Mongols could not pro-

nounce his Arabic name Zahiruddm Muhammad,
they dubbed him Babur. " '

Br<bur, p. 22, ut supra.

Note. This view is based on Abul Fazl's statement in the

Akbar Nama."whiie Haidar Mirza Dughlat in hisiTSrlkh i RashT-

di holds just the opposite view. Cf :

They have begged his holiness for the name. His title Zahlrud-

dtn Muhammad became current with difficulty. His holiness has

144
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The same view is expressed by Rushbrook-Wiiliams
who merely copied Lane-Poole. Their only support isi

Abul Fazl whose authority is evidently weak and is not
backed by any historian of Babur's time. Gulbadan

Begum, BSbur's own daughter, has, like Haidar MlrzS,

very clearly stated that Babur was the name :

)t

His Majesty, Firdaus-makSnl, before the birth

of Humayun Padishah, had been named and styl-

ed Mlrza Babur,

Farishta also, Abul FazPs contemporary, strongly

supports Gulbadan Begum and declares that "
Zahlrud-

din
" was a title taken 11 years after, on the coronation

day. The versions of Haidar Mirz and Gulbadan Begum
are perhaps the only contemporary records that throw

light on the subject, and are the basis for all subsequent
views held by later historians.

.. He assumed this title on his return to

Cabulin 913 A.H., after Shaibam KhSn's

abandonment of QandhSr :

"
Up to that date people had styled Timur BSg's

descendants
" MirzS " even when they were

ruling ; now I ordered that people should style me
as

"
Padishah."

2

named him Babur.

Haidar Mirza lived in Babur's time, and is the most reliable authority

on the subject.

1 HumByOn Kama, p. 9, London, 1902.

2 Memoirs of Babur, p. 344.

P. 19
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This shows that he was the first in the line of Timur

to assume this title which was never before used by any

member of that house.

In his Chief Secretary Shaikh Zain's
a '

letter of victory over R3n3 Sanga, which

Babur highly appreciated and reproduced in his Memoirs,

he was styled as Naw5b :-

JU

The Opener who gives without obligation and

the bounteous who bestows without cause, has

anew, with the key of victory, opened the doors

of bounty on the face of hopes of our victorious

NawSb.

\

)
U

Many groups of nations from among the pagans

and Muslims have adopted submission and obe-

dience to our fortunate Nawab.

i Babur Nsma, fol. 316b.

Ibid., fol. 317a.

3 Ibid.
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But SSnga, the pagan, who breathed in earlier

times submission to our NawSbship of fortunate

end . . .

This ^e earnec* for himself in 933 A.H.,
after the above victory :

After this success GhSzl was written among the

royal titles.
]

He also mentions it as a valuable achievement in one

of his Turk! poems :

For Islam's sake, I wandered in the wilds,

Prepared for war with pagans and the Hindus ;

Resolved myself to mee the martyr's death,

Thanks be to God a Ghazl I became.

He was on several occasions styled in

the royal
'

farmans' as
'

Shahinshah '

:

jus

Previous to the rising of the sun of kingship

and the emergence of the light of the star of

ShahinshSh's khalifate ...

It appears in poetry also :

1 Memoirs of B&bur, p. 574.

2 Diwan-i-Babur Padishah, plate xlv.

* B&bur N&ma, fol. 317a.
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In that array no rent was frayed by timid souls ;

Firm was it as the Shahinshah's resolve, strong as

the Faith. (Beveridge)

After his victory at Panipat he distributed the enor-

mous wealth gained as booty so liberally among people

n ,
, both in and outside India that he seemed to

yaiandar.
keep nothing for himself, and was conse-

quently called
'

qalandar.'
2

It is originally a title of a

particular section among Sufis known as
'

qalandariyah.'

Those who belong to this order are called
'

qalandars.'

In broad sense it signifies a holy man who is unchecked

in the exercise of his spiritual powers, and chooses to

remain in voluntary poverty.

These two along with
'

Zahiruddin,'
*

Padishah/ and
'

GhBzl' were jrtampe^l
on his coins struck at Lahore and

Agra in the years 935 and 936 A.H. The
Sultan and . ... .

Khaqan. inscription is as follows :

The latter like his title of
'

Shahinshah
' was also

given him in state documents:

&*

1 Ibid., fol. 319a.
2 A. S. Beveridge, Introduction to the History of HumriyOn, p. 6,

London, 1902. Also cf. Erskine, Babur and HumayOn, Vol I,

p. 440; and Lane-Poole, Babur, p. 68.

3 J. Cf Brown, Coins of India, Vol, II, p.l, Oxford, 1920.
4 Bftbur Kama, fol. 323a.
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Simultaneously with this came an order from his

Majesty the Khaqan that the carts of the centre

should be advanced.

This is his posthumous title. It is a novel Indian

invention evidently the outcome of a more refined taste.

Ever since after his death he has been

mfkani
daUS"

remembered by this courteous appellation

which in the course of time gained so much

popularity that his own name Babur was practically

hushed up by the later Mughal historians and other

indigenous writers in their records. It was also imitated

by his successors in India and the custom prevailed till

last. Even women of this house were given after death

similar titles, e.g., Akbar's mother was called
'

Maryam-

makani* (dwelling with Mary). It throws ample light on

the taste acquired by the intellectual camp in India.
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His religion,
^e was a Sunnl by religion and a follower

character, and Of Im5m Muhammad AbQ Hanlfah :

death.

&J

And in the Hanafl law and jurisprudence he

was a Mujtahid.
*

And there is a book of his on Hanafl jurispru-

dence entitled Mubin* (Mubayyan) and Shaikh
Zain has written a commentary on it.

His own action in issuing coins at 5gra and Lahore
dated 935 and 936 A.H.t bearing the names of Khulafa-i-

Rfishidin,
5
is a practical proof of his Sunn! orthodoxy.

He died at Agra in 937 A.H. (1530 A.D.) leaving his

kingdom to Humayun. The following chronogram was
at once composed by his court poets :

1 Farishta, p. 390.

2 A rank attained by a scholar in theology, who by virtue of bis

competent knowledge is regarded as an authority on the subject
and privileged to* pass judgments which are accepted as final.

Technically it is applied to a Shi'a theologian.
3 BadaunT, Vol. I, p. 343.

4 Transcribed as such by A. S. Beveridge in her translation of Babur's

Turk! Memoirs. The correct transcription is
'

Mubayyan/
5 J. C. Brown, Coins of India, p. 1.

< Badaunfy Vol. I, p. 341.
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The date of the death of Shah Babur,

Was in the year 937.

It is noteworthy that people have since shown an

ever-increasing tendency for this sort of composition

which in Indian atmosphere grew as an art, and was

treated as a special branch of Persian poetry. In his

last will he had declared the throne for Humayun, and

calling his principal chiefs had put their hands in Hum5-

yun's in token of investiture. After death his body
was conveyed to Cabul and buried there in a garden high

up on a hill outside the city.

He was a man of strenuous energy, resolution and

perseverance, and led constantly a hard and restless life.

At the same time he was courteous, large-hearted, and

full of generosity and fellow-feeling. His taste for

literature is determined by his diwan and auto-biography,

which amply demonstrate his an^bition
to unite in him

valour and learning, and achieve a name in both.

Of all his sons he loved Humayun most. Once

Humayun's mother noticing Babur' s overwhelming grief

at Humayun's illness tried to pacify him

nS^n
6

, and
b? sayin that he had other S 8 als0 ' and

his prayer at should not therefore feel so despondent and

sick

e
-bed

atter>S
gloomy. To this Babur's reply was the

following :

v|

Mahim, although I have other sons I love

none as I love your Humayun. For that reason

l Gulbadan Begum, Humfiyun Namah, p. 21, ut supra,
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I desire the kingdom and royalty and the bright
world for my dear son HumSyun and not for

others.

His illness and death are ascribed to the wilful

surrender of his own life to save that of Humayiln.
When Humayun was dangerously ill, BSbur out of

parental love walked round the sick-bed three times

uttering a prayer which is described by Gulbadan Begum
as follows :

U3 ^b* 84^,)

f
\)

And while going round as has already been said

he prayed saying :

0, God if a life may be exchanged for a life, I,

who am Bsbur, I give my life and my being for

Hum5ySn.

He then turned his face to HumSyun and exclaimed,

"On me be all that thou art suffering," and then cried

out,
"

I have prevailed : I have taken it." The strange

effect of this prayer was that Babur fell ill the very day
and Humayun recovered :

1 Ibid,

2 Ibid,
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That very day Firdaus-makanl felt indisposed,

and Humayun poured water on his head, and
came out and gave audience.

"Zahlruddln Muhammad was undoubtedly one
of the illustrious men of his age and one of the

most eminent and accomplished Princes

to
*^at ever Corned an Asiatic throne. We

Babur. find few Princes entitled to rank higher
than Babur in genius and accomplishments.

In his love of letters and his success of them we
shall probably find no other Asiatic Prince who
can justly be placed beside him."

Death makes no conquest of this conqueror,
For now he lies in fame.
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